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Product: VFX Set 2.
For: VFX. “v'FXsd & SD-l.
Price: $39.95.
From: Syntaur Productions. #2-'-‘ll ‘W.
Alabama #10. Houston. TX 'l"?U2'?. Phone:
{T13} 965-9041. {B00} 334-1233.

Sorry to be away for so long. fellow
hackers: been juggling TWAIN resour-
ces in Premiere 4.1 for the 3rd spin of
Targa 2000 for Mac. When the flu is a
reprieve from work for most of our en-
gineers. just say “Nubus bottleneck"
really fast 12 times and you’re hack in
Kansas. “And Toto. tool" New year's
weekend here already? four days i_n a
row‘? I read like a W-30 display while
receiving a KS-3 2's sequencer contents.
Tired? Noocoo; Bevis and Butthead are
role models in my present state. Ten
uninterrupted hours of sleep later. I'm
back among the living. Clamping out in
the snow after the mail jeep stops and
goes. what‘s this‘? Aha. an 3001: floppy
in ye old snow-covered maill;-cit: this
can mean but one thing; synth waresl

For Fimtfgcn

Well. cl’ Sam‘s at it again. Not content
to leave well enough alone. we’re privy
to the VFX Set 2 this month. Sam Mime
is not your average tweak-a-factory-
sound-til-it‘s-perfect kind of guy. and
this set of sounds reflects nothing
you‘ve ever heard in the Ensoniq
library. Or probably any other library.
for that matter. For those of you who
aren't hip to Sam. he‘s the guy Ensoniq
chose to take over the Mirage library for
distribution. as well as the Hacker's
resident ‘VFSISD patch guru: if that's
not enough recommendation of his
skills. let‘s just say he's one of the real-
ly fly VFX(sd)(-1) programmers. if not
the original flyguy himself. His modula-
tion routings and spectral animation
through very innovative envelope pro-
gramming border on the legendary.

You won't find precision acoustic piano
sounds or definitive P-bass sounds in
this collection. Sam realizes (as we all
should) that that comer of the envelope
is for sampling types: the ‘JFK-sd-l is a
synth: program it like a swth. make it
sound like a synth; make it sound like a
stack of synths. make it sound unlike
any stack cf synths you‘ve ever heard.
That's where hels at in a nutshell. that’s
where this colleeticn‘s at: synth use of
the Ensoniq wavetable.

As close to an emulative patch as you'll
find in this collection is the “Click-
Bas+OB8" patch of bank ti. Far from the
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trans-irrdie-sub-pop- fare. “DreamStream" is the definitive
IX-10 analog square wave pad as string bed: adding a 5th
into the patch this is a lift from cut #7’ of that R-company's
CD. while “Delicate” is about as narrow a squarewave as you
can get and remain musical. “Amazon- Valy” is the typical
patch-as soundtrack: holding open 4ths in one hand. press
patch select X0 and add the susdthsr press the sustain pedal.
lift. select patch XX and play octave tonics. “Yes — I make
movies for H]:lCt" comes to mind. "CtgreandAngel" is various
rt-mod left hand patches with an octave pad unchanging in
the right; “Syn-Split” is its converse. “Toy Circus” is right
out of the Walter Carlos “Ctockworit Orange” period:
“Melancolia” is out of the Wendy Carlos “Seasons” period: I
don't know how much more full-circle Sam can get here...

“’I‘hrmdr+Rain” along with “Cartoon-FX” are the obligatory
FX patches. although you better play a lotta notes to hear the
rain. "Industrial" is noise mod as filter sample and hold. with
patch XX a pretty credible anvil emulation from the tubular
bell waves. “lrdearr-Trent” is. well. ya gotta be trendy once.
and with the delay and key-up restril-res. it's not just a clever
name. although Trent would've given a 'nad to have had this
kinda horsepower in the early Nine-inch days.

A cursory esamination of these patches shows no wave calls
that the early VFX couldn't assemble. I planned to SysErt
these into a first-spin VF-‘X last week (remember before it had
a sequencer‘? And then before it had a disk drivel). but the
music store sold it before I could Powerflook it. so I'd as-
sume only the effects processing would be less sterling. I dis-
covered the data transfer rate of my SD-1's floppy was
around 16 blocksfsecond (the 63-block frle loaded in 4 disk
clunks of about a secondfclrmk for a 4-second load). as was
the VFXsd. so this review has scientific ramifications as well
(clunlrsfseclll). All modulators are used [another Mime err-
clusive): you'll want the CV pedal hooked up as well has a
free hand to wiggle the Data Entry (or. in this case. Timbre}
slider. Betcha discover that it's gotten a little dirty over the
years. too...

This is a very pervasive collection. especially after the knock-
out animations of the VFX Set I. This set. on first listening. is
kinda cool but doesn't sweep you away with transwaves or
motional envelope fades. filter sweeps and tinklies sweeping
right to left over “Nimbus” pads: this is more VFX Set I on
Prozac. It doesn't jump around and amaze you with its
ti-octave Mariah Carey vocal gymnastics: it's a more Celine
Dion evocative kinda thing. Restrained is the operative. sub-
dued is the mindset. and haunting is the mood for most of
these. pads. Dark but not looming. these patches require a
coupla takes to appreciate; upon first listening I was really
disappointed. ertpecting those big glorious animations that
have become Sam's trademark. You know. those huge glor-
ious pads that sound wonderful by themselves but invariably
take over the mirt and leave little room for anything else...

This collection reflects Sam's maturation not only as a pro-
grammeriperformerfmusician. but as an individual as well. in
spite of Bank 2's “Secret Message.” I've been known to bury
messages in sequences too. Sam (as I'm sure Ensoniq would
rather forget). Hey. this is all he does. and does a d----- fine
job at it. too. so yeah. $40 is a justifiable price. But hey. Sam.
if you scattered the data over the disk so it took longer to
load. it would appear to be a much more substantial invest-
ment than the 4-second load time belies. Just frag your flop-
pies first (nytrk-ny'uk-tryuk). E:-reuse me: the BPS side of me
broke loose for a minute. Seriously. though. data is data. I'm
sure he's got a coupla dozen templates for these sounds. but
you'd spend weeks just juggling wavesets into them (let
alone months tweaking mod routings and envelope rt-fades
and times) to come up with this kinda effort. Scary stuff for
the hunran.

This is not a “one-size-fits-all” collection. Being a compila-
tion by Tony Davila. Todd Speer. and Sam himself. this is
hardly a solo effort. But the spit and polish is Mime. and you
don't have to be a rocket scientist to hear his influence in this
set. Yeah. this might be the lvIOR.Fadult contemporary version
of Set I. but it hasn't lost the formula. A liquid sound stage
for your VFX-sd-1: the four-second load time just belies the
depth of programming here. This collection is simply
moodier and subtle: you've got to listen for it. But I'll bet
I'm not the only person to identify with that. I jumped on the
Ensoniq bandwagon when the lvlirage knocked my door down
with audio sampling. and branched into video sanrpliug hard-
ware for the lvlacintosh. A lateral shift. if you will. and that's
synonymous with what Sam has done here with the VFX Set
2. The fire still blazes. but it can warm. as well as burn. .-and
this is the cold and flu season.

Probably the most esotericiunderstated 63 blocks ever con-
ceived for the VFX series. -

Bio: When not answering broadcast NTSCI PAL oaestionr for
Traelftsion. Pat is a tech rapport person for RasterOpr. He
stilt uses o B-3 for a keyboard stand and watches the alpha
channel.
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From Ensoniq — Building on the great success and reputation
of the DPI4 we have released a new. improved effects proces-
sor — the IlP.l-*-i-+. Containing all the features and algorithms of
the original DPI4. the new DP}-1+ adds the following often-
requested features:

I all balanced {TRS) connectors
I ground compensated outputs
I +4.-'-10 dB switch
I headphone jack
I output mute {isolate to headphone}
I front panel Neutrik XLR.*'1l4" connector
I Seamless switching of effects
I 3rd step added to input LED indicators
I LED's above Corrfig diagranrs
I ind Foot switch input

The I]Pl4+ includes the following new algorithms:

I GuitarTuner 2U .' Can be kept in-line for convenience! Switch-
able between Guitar and Bass frequency ranges.

I Guitar Amp 4: Warnr. Class "A." tube amp simulation -- non-
dynamic.

I l'JigitalTulve.»lmp.- ‘Warm. Class "A." tube amp simulation -—
dyrrarrrie.

I Dynarnic Tube .-‘-ln1p.' A variant of the Digital Tube Amp with
slightly different dynamic quality.

I I/CF-Distort 2: Same as VCF-Distort l with the addition of a
"tunable" feedback signal for tone shaping.

I Tunable Spkr 2: Warmer. more "analog" version than Tunable
Spkr l.

I Vocal Remover: Yes. it's an “Instant Karaoke" algorithm!

The DP.l4+ is available now. and retails for $1'i'95 (US).

Hacker News
This issue marks the beginning of a new option for subscribers —-
an e-mail version of Transonio I-l'ar:lcer.' e-TH. We've been collect-
ing names and kinda fumbling around the last couple of months
deciding just how we're going to do this. and this is what we've
come up with:

WHAT IT IS: e-TH will contain all of the tent of the printed Hack-
er. This includes tent from all the ads. Graphics will not be e-mailed
with e-TH. There're just too many different systems for getting
graphics through the Internet and the various links like AOL or
CompuServe or what have you. [The e-mail system just handles
re:-rt. There are various programs used to convert graphics to teal
files and back again.) There are a lot of different ways that are
being used to electronically publish magazines. ‘We've decided that
just sending plain ol' tertt via e-mail is the one way that can reach
the most people. Graphics Gif files will be made available at our ftp
site for people who want to see them (ftp's "get" command doesn't
care whether or not they're tertt files). We suspect that most of the
time it probably won't really be necessary to get the graphics files
— the lest should stand on its own. There'll be notes in the test file

if there 're any graphics associated with an article. We also hope to
have some of our advertisers make use of the site for things like
free samples and patches for demo purposes. And we're trying to
get Hackerpatches in there somehow too. Anyone who can access
our ftp site is welcome to do so — you don't have to be a subscriber
to e-TH.

HOW TD CHECK IT UUT: Everyone who has e-mailed us about
e-TH should be getting this issue [#113] by e-mail. If your printed
subscription has ertpired in the meantime. you'll still get an e-mail
copy of #118 -—- if it hasn't ertpired. then you should be getting
both. If you inquired about e-TH and all you're looking at is the
printed copy. then we had some sort of problem with your e-mail
address and you should send us a message. If you haven't done any-
thing but you'd like to see a sample of e-TH. just send us a message
{e-TH@transoniq.conr). Please let us know if you want us to just
send out the current issue or if you'd like to be included in the mail-
ing of the nertt issue (say. to check out mail delays or whatever}.

TU CHECK OUT THE e-TH ftp SITE:
At your system prompt...
$:I ftp f|:p.teleport.com
Name: anonymous
Password: use your e-mail address for the password
ftp:-I cd vendors
f|:p> ed trnsoniq ** yes — withoul the “a” in transoniq "'*
ftp> dir

This should give you a list of files and subdirectories. There would
normally he subdirectories listed for the last few months’ worth of
e-TH. So if you need. say. Figure 2 from Issue #120. you would
type “cd 120” then do a "dir" to confirm that the file is there and
what its name is — say. "fig2." Then do a “get fig2." When you're
done. logout with a “bye.” Eventually. our ftp site will be reachable
at ftp.transoniq.com and you won't have to change directories to get
in there. Right now. the only thing at the ftp site is a file containing
some SQIKSIKT patches from Gregoire lvlarechal of ‘ilanves.
France. Thanks. Gregoire —- you're the firstl (These patches should
show up in future Haclterpatch columns —-but you can get them
now.) More files are on the way.

WHAT IT CGSTS: Here's our complete rate schedule:

U.S. Non-U.S.
l year. printed: $23 $32
2 years. printed: $40 $53
E-r-nail. cost per year; $20 $20
l year. both {printed cost + $6}: $29 $38
2 years. both {printed cost + $12).‘ $52 $?0

CONVERSION: I-lere's where things get a little complicated...

l.l.S. Subscribers: If you want to switch over to an e-mail sub
(only). your subscription will be erttended by one issue. If you want
to switch over to the "combo sub" (both printed and e-mail). send
$5. Note that with combo subs your e-mail sub and your printed sub
will ertpire at the same time. So. if you've got a renewal coming up
in a month or two you may want to wait ‘til then. If you've just
recently renewed for two years. well. then you're getting a deal.

Non-U.S. Subscribers: If you're going for the combo sub {both}.
then it's the same as for the U.S. subscribers — send $15. If you're



going to switch over to the e-mail only. then you get a bonus — one
erttra issue for every silt issues remaining on your subscription. (‘We
round up -- so you'll at least get one erttra. If you've just recently
renewed for two years. you'll get four erttra.) Don't try to figure out
how we arrived at this. because. basically. it was arbitrary.

ERROR — REBUDT

We goofed on the title to last month's TS article from Jeff Rhoads.
"Looking for TS Wavetables" should have been "Looking for TS
Envelopes.”

And a couple of errors weaseled their way into Pat Finnigan's
review on the Powerhouse CI}: First. MIDI MARK Production's
address should have been P.CI. 217. Whittier. CA 90603. NOT PJD.
Boa 31?. And. we had a little problem with the price — Pat says.
"At $i§‘9. a fat CD. super value for your buck. and reflecting the
Ensonio philosophy of royalty-free wares. At $299. still a pretty
good deal. but not the bargain with the fervor I wrote about. 300
smaclcers'll buy the CD-ROM to read this disk. or a 540-Mb drive
to copy it ontofor edits. or 8 Mb for your AER-I0. or a id " monitor.
etc. Not that MIDI MARK isn't competitively positioned.‘ priced a
Roland Ci]? l*'i.i:esl The Bomb ROM is mondo cool wares. well or-

ganieed and authorgd. and well worth the extra 34 centslmeg. We're
talking about a dififerent economy of scale as well as hardwareisofn
ware." one third-party company supporting one keyboard manufac-
turer. i trust readers considering this RUM won't change their mind
due to this error — hey. it's going to talce me another month to
squeeze another yard out of my wallet. tool My apologies to MIDI
MARK and all fellow hackers..."

Other Hacker News...

(A little whining music. maestro...) You might have noticed a
change in the inside paper in this month's issue. Well. when the
Postal monopoly raised their rates 14%. we didn't change any prices
or anything - we just "absorbed it" (nice term). Now our printing
costs are scheduled to go up 11.5%. We can keep this down to a
mere 3% by going to the cheaper paper on the inside. (We could get
it down to 4% by making the cover paper cheaper but the aforemen-
tioned Postal Service does enough damage as it is.) So. sorry about
the cheaper interior — but at least we're keeping the price the sarnel
(‘Web offset rolls of paper have gone up over l'0% since last April.
coated paper has gone up 20% over the last sirt months -— look for
changes in a lot of magazines — er-rcept. of course. the ones that are
e-mailed...)

Technical Support Q & A
The Fcrbulous Ensoniq TS-I0/TS-l2!

Welcome to the retum of Ensoniq Technical Support Q St A.
I have been so busy lately writing technical articles relating
specifically to the ASR-10's Disktraclcs application that I
haven't had enough time for more general types of coverage.
I'll be wrapping up the Disktracks series with another install-
ment or two and moving on to more in-depth TS coverage
soon. With that in mind. I am using this opportrmity to revive
our Ensoniq Technical Support column. where I'll talk about
commonly-asked technical questions.

Since this column last appeared in the Hacker. plenty has
changed. One big addition on our part is the availability of
Technical Support information. 24 hour a day. ‘i days a week.
We have gone to great lengths to install an Automated Farr
Retrieval System. which you can access at no charge by call-
ing 1-300-25?-1439. All you need is a fart machine to receive
the documents that you select. and you can choose up to three
at a time. The types of documents available include not only
product spec sheets and current retail pricing information. but
erttensive lists of sounds by category or sound library. There
are also numerous technical applications presently available
for a variety of current and past Ensoniq instruments. with
additional floppy and CD-ROM library lists and application
documents on the way soon.

Our Technical Support group regularly hears from users from
around the world; I personally have talked to people recently
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Anthony Ferraro

from as far away as Australia. New Zealand. Sweden. Bel-
gium. and Germany. Nothing yet from either the North or
South Pole. but hey. there's still plenty of time. These ques-
tions come to us from a variety of sources. such as phone
calls from individual users and salespeople. letters. fartes.
along with technical inquiries from our intemational dis-
tributors. All irrqrriries so far have been terrestrial in origin.
but we're still waiting.

This month. I am focusing ertclusively on the TS series of in-
struments. and I hope to answer some of the most frequently
asked and important questions relating to the TS-l0fl"S-12. It
is worth mentioning at this point that the only functional dif-
ference between the two models is the keyboard (61 VS. ‘id
keys) and Poly-Key vs. chamrel pressure sensitivity. respec-
tively.

I'll start right out admitting to a personal bias. The TS-10112
is my favorite synthesizer and music composition environ-
ment ever. and is the centerpiece of both my live and studio
setups. To stick to the plain vanilla facts however. you don't
need to look any further than the feature set: fabulous sound-
ing 254 waveform ROM catalog. S MB SlIvllylS expansion
capacity of Sampled Sound memory with two MB standard
on board. EPS. BPS-16 PLUS. and ASR-10 format sanrple
load through SCSI and floppy drive. an easy-to-use (and err-
pandable to over 92.000 note events) sequencer. Hyperwave



Wave-List editing, and 73 on-board effects algorithms with
multiple variations for each.

SCSI port option and device compatibility
The SP-4 SCSI port is available as an option on the TS, and
retails at a suggested list price of $249.95 installed. Do keep
in mind that the SP-4 has a read-only SCSI implementation,
and will not save, fomiat, or otherwise write to a hard drive.
If you do buy a SCSI hard drive you will need another unit
such as the EPS, EPS-16 PLUS, or ASR-ll] to save sampled
instrument sotmds to the drive. Lu this scenario, the TS could
read the iristnunent files already saved to the drive. Some
players use both the ASR-10 and TS in their home and studio
environment and take only the TS to live performances for
sake of convenience.

Most people who use the TS alone and have the SCSI port in-
stalled opt for a CD-ROM drive for quick access to many
sounds through the many Ensoniq and third party compatible
CD-RUM disks available. FUD (Fart On Demand) Document
number GU15 gives current infonnation on “Approved SCSI
Storage Devices" for all Ensoniq products, as well as the TS.

The General MIDI option
The 3.00 operating system ships with all current units and in-
cludes the General MIDI option. However, if you own a
__‘I_.__'“ T“ “_ _—'—_ "-

pre-3.lJ0 tmit you will not be left out in the cold. All units
with older operating system versions can be upgraded at an
Authorized Repair Station. This upgrade to 3.00 does require
some modifications to the TS mainboard, and is available for
a suggested price of $99.95 installed. This feature allows the
TS to ftmctiou passively as a General MIDI tone module
receiving MIDI data from an erttemal (usually computer-
based) sequencer. The upgrade does not allow the TS to load,
read, or play Standard MIDI Files disks from its own disk
drive.

By the way, operating system version 3.00 allows a TS to
work well with an Apple CD-150 model CD-ROM drive.
People who tried to address the CD-150 with an earlier TS
operating system were not able to load sounds, but the new
version corrects the lack of commtmication between these
two devices.

SlMMs memory capacity and expansion
Standard SIMMs memory of two MB comes installed in the
stock TS, which is espandable to a total of eight MB. FUD
document number U006 is entitled “Choosing the right
Sllvllvls for your ASRFFS Keyboards," and clearly explains
the basic specifications required. Also included are some
recommended Sllvllvls retailers and their phone numbers.

When the TS's SIlvIMs capacity is espanded to a full eight

tine of the benefits ofRamtelc's products... is that they’re
raclc-mounted, which is preferable to table-top unitsfor

competitors shy from offering their storage systems in a
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rack-owning andlor traveling musicians. {Rarntek also makes
tabletop models.) The cabinets are ofrugged steel construction, a
necessity for use on the road. In addition, whereas {li'amtelc’s,l

single-space format because of the sire constraints and possible
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thermal problems, Ramteh doesn't. in the 6 months we used
[Ramtefsj DIZUU, we never encountered any trouble due to
overheating. Those with limited rack room should appreciate the
small space these products require. Also impressive is the fact
that the internal cooling fan, which is quieter than the hard drives
themselves, adds minimal acoustic noise to your music
environment... lff you’re running short fofstorage space} Ramtelc
should be one ofthe places you call.

BUTFUM LINE
[Ramtelds systems are ajl Grade-A choice for any raclt-oriented
andtor traveling musician in need of lots ofreliable digital
storage space.

Spttttti hitittg tittisilsltlt. 1*iii’ lists 1s10rn1ati0n,CaI1 1-313-513-7440
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MB of Sampled Sotmd memory, this results in S114 blocks
(fotu meg) of available RAM in BankSet SS and 8191 blocks
in Bani-tSet S9. In other words, the largest each instrument
location cart contain is a four-MB sampled instrument.

Computer-based visual editor and librarian
There are currently two major software programs supporting
the TS that I am aware of, and there may be individual
editors available from other sources soon.

a) Mlllll QUEST by SOUND QUEST is both an editor and a
librarian, and is available on the PC-compatible, Macintosh,
Atari and Amiga computer platforms. This is a stand-alone
application, which also allows you to write your own custom
editors.

b) Opcode Galaxy Plus Editor by Clpcode, which features
librarian capability only. This program is generally acquired
as part of the Opcode Macintosh sequencing environment.
Check with your local music retailer and the usual music in-
dustry magazines for technical infonnation and display ads
on these products.

TS compatibility with other sequencer files
We are often asked whether the TS will read other sequencer
format files such as ASR, SD-1, and in particular, Standard
MIDI Files. The answer is that the TS will not directly read
any of other these sequencer file formats. In practice, there
are several ways around this, however. TS series instruments

have their own proprietary operating system that is different
from the Standard MJDI File format, as well as those of the
SD-I and ASR-I0. The solution to this scenario would be to
initiate a real time mnlti-track record from the original unit's
sequencer into the TS, or to use the PC-compatible Giebler
Dish Utility advertised elsewhere in the Hacker to convert
other format sequencer files to the TS.

Compatible CD-ROM disks and floppy disk sets
Any Ensoniq format CD-ROM disk or floppy disk that iden-
tifies itself as compatible with the TS, EPS, EPS-16 PLUS, or
ASR will be fine with your TS, within the lhnits of memory.
Once again, TS series instruments can load up to four Ml?-
into one sampled instrtunent location through floppy or SCSI.

The ever-changing world of technology
As is often the case with technology, the specifications and
availability of peripherals like computer software editors,
SIMMS, hard drives and CD-ROM drives are liable to change
without notice. Stay in touch with us through the Transoniq
Hacker, om" Fart Dn Demand System, and our Technical Sup-
port number (6l0-64?-393D). Also keep in mind that your
local Authorized Ensoniq dealer is always a source of up-to-
the-minute info on product releases, options, and accessories.
Happy hacking! -

Bio: Anthony Ferraro remains a happy Ensoniq Corporate
Citizen. He is currently working on a full-length audio com-
pact disc of catchy original “snappy ditties.“

l’ve Been Drummin’ On The
Workstation
Answering a question in a letter to the editor in the January
issue of TH and in response to many questions I get at the
store about drum programming, I decided to give this a try.
Having been a professional drummer for over 2.? years and
using drtun machines and sequencers for the past several years
I thought “Why not?" Besides, my percussion instructor in
college told me to apply myself‘ to my English courses (ugh!)
hecause I might want to write an article someday. WELL!

How To Begin
Since the focus of TH is on Ensoniq I will limit my explana-
tions to their gear, but many of these things can be applied to
other brands and types of gear (i.e. drum machines, dedicated
sequencers, etc.}.

Terry W. Everson

After turning the instrument on, choose an empty sequence,
name it something other than “sequence #‘l" if you prefer,
choose your time signature {of which there are 594 available
on Ensoniq boards, right Royt). For now 1et‘s stay with the
default setting of -t-£4 time. (4 quarter notes to a measure.)
Nest, choose a drum map for track #1. For now let's use an
Ensoniq drum map (kit) like “Ballad-Kit" on the SD-1 or
something similar on the SQ's or KS's.

Also, so we cart experiment later, copy this kit into the nest
few tracks by shnply selecting those tracks. You should now
have your kit in several tracks. On the samplers you will have
had to load a kit to begin with, then copy it.

At this point I would like to make a case for being able to read
at least some music or have an understanding of how rhythms
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are written. Many musicians who do read regular music have
no concept of how drum parts are written. {No comments
please about how dnunmers are not musicians, etc. Remem-
ber, you are the ones who don't understand how drum parts
are put together, Right?) Actually, a very simple solution to a
lot of this would be to simply pick up an elementary drum set
method book from your local music store and keep it on hand
for future reference or talk to a local drum teacher, making
sure, of course, that he or she knows how to read music.

Build From A Basic Rhythm
After selecting track #1 in your sequence you must decide
what the most basic part of your rhythm is. This is usually the
simplest part of your beat (i.e. a bass drum-hi hat combina-
tion, a ride cymbal, cowbell, etc.). I like to find this element
fnst because all of the other parts play off of it or are com-
pared to it. (Note: I don’t always start with a drum part when
sequencing. Sometimes another instrument like a bass may be
the steady beat I use to play from.)

Set your tempo using the click track control. If you are not
sure what tempo you need, you can go into record and listen
to the click and make adjustments with your data slider, or
simply hit the soft button under the tempo control on the SD-1
or TS-‘s two or three times in the tempo you want and it will
lock in to that tempo. Make sure on your click or sequence
control page that the “click” control is on and the “time” is set
to If-4 or one quarter note. This is your unit of measure for
now, the clicks you hear will all be quarter notes. Also, make
sure your volume for the click uack is fairly loud.

For now, let's set a tempo of 120 bpm (beats per minute) and
lay down a simple bass drum and hi hat part. (The hi hat is the
foot pedal to the drummers left, usually, that opens and closes
two cymbals with some sort of a “chic” sotmd. It is also
played with a stick or two for a variety of effects. There are
many variations on this, but we'll just stick with the simple
use for now.)

Drtun pattems can be created in any length, but for most pat-
tems I use I enter 4 measure pattems, which means 4 times 4
steady beats or a total of 16 beats. Put your sequencer into
record and listen to the four click beats before you start play-
ing. This is your count off. Now play one bass drum note for
each click for a total of four measures or sisteen clicks. Press
STOP to end the recording after si:-tteen beats. KEEP THlS
TAKE! Go to your sequencer control page and change the
RECORD-lvIODE=REPLACE to RECORD-lvIODE=ADD
with your data up arrow. You have now established the length
of your sequence for now (it can be changed later), and are in
a position to add other drurn parts to this track. Also, for now,
make sure your LOOP function is off. More on this later.

Adding Parts
Let's add a hi hat part on the second and forth beat of every

bar (measure). {The closed hi hat sounds are about 1? to 19
keys up from the bottom of a 61 note keyboard, or E3 to F#3.)
Go into record, listen to the four-beat count off and begin
playing on the second bass drum note and every other note
thereafter. This is also called the “back beat” or “after beat.”
In jazz the drummers actually keep the band together with a
strong “after beat” on their hi hat. We should now have bass
drum beats on all sixteen notes and hi hat beats on every other
note from the second note on, or two and four of every bar.
KEEP THIS TAKE!

Repeat what we just did with the hi hat, but add a snare dnirn
part instead.

Now let's add a ride or crown cymbal part by playing the typi-
cal “rock” steady eighth note pattern. (Twice as fast as the
original bass drum pattem.) Use the same procedure as we did
with the hi hat and snare drum. KEEP THlSl

Gluantize, Whafs That?
At this point, unless you are incredibly accurate with your
playing, you probably notice that not all of your notes are en-
actly in time, even though this is a very simple rhythm. It’s
time to QUANTIZEI This is a magic function made to
straighten out all messes you get into, right? Nah! It is a very
handy tool to help tighten up your rhythms, but it must be
used judiciously to avoid the constant rap against the
electronically produced drums as not sounding human. Being
a drummer myself, I can appreciate the differences and I go to
great lengths to promote a “human feel“ to my own tracks.
What we just put down in our little exercise would be very
boring to listen to for long, but is useful for the purpose of
this article.

with that in mind, let's quantize. Select your “EDIT TRACK"
button and go to your quantize function soft button (SD and
TS‘s) and select it. We are going to quantize our track to lid
notes (that's a regular filled in note with a stem and one flag
on it for you SO's and KS users). Press “YES” and listen to
the results. All of your notes should line up esactly with each
other. The advantage to quantizing is that it gives you a
rock-solid beat that is very clean, which a lot of drummers are
hicapable of. However, it often leaves you without that
“human feel” that many of us like. What to do?

Options
#1 You might want the snare drum to have variation or the
cymbal to do some erttra fiddlin' arotmd. One answer is to not
add those parts to the track tnnil you have the other pans
quantized. Remember, you do not have to quantize as your
last function. You can always quantize the basic parts some
variation or the cymbal to do some estra fiddlin‘ around. One
answer is to not add those parts to the track until you have the
other parts quantized.



#2 Or, remembering the ether tracks that we cepied the
seunds te eriginally, this is where they cart ceme inte play.
Many times I put dewn the basic track with maybe bass drum,
hi hat and cymbal en track ene, a wild snare part en track twe
and tems and crash cymbals en track three. After I get them
the way I want them I can merge them back te track ene cere-
ftu‘iy. Always pre-preview a merge befere yeu save it, seme-
times weird things happen with the effects which yeu may er
may net want. If the merge t'leesn’t werk, leave the parts en
separate tracks if they’re available. If net, revert te eur first
eptien. A little practice helps here.

#3 Separate tracks alse give yeu ether eptiens fer velume
cenuel, parming, eut-put reuting and different effects reuting,
in which case yeu alse weuld net want te try te merge back te
the first track. Many times I have changed a snare drum seund
by simply transpesing the nack te give a tetally different
seund. I alse find it easier te centrel the velume level ef ene
particular seund within the set when it’s en a different track.
Fer instance, I might want the hi hat te be a let strenger than
the rest ef the set te help achieve a drive te the music.

#4 This ene gets a little tricky, but it werks. If yeu have all
the parts en ene track, but weuld like te de seme ef the things
mentiened abeve and want te have seme fun, cepy euly ene
instrument (i.e., the cymbal) te a secend track. Te de this ge
te year EDIT TRACK page and press the “cepy” seft butten.
Yeu’ll see the “Time In & Out” sectien. Set these times te the
beginning and ending ef yeur sequence (if yeu want te de the
whele track length). Ne:-tt, set the “Key Range” se the twe eit-
treme netes are beth the same as the nete yeu want te meve.
De this by tmderlining the first nete and hitting the key ef the
seund yeu are meving twice, thus changing beth ef the read-
ings in the windew te yeur nete. Press “Set,” returning yeu te
the first windew. Nest press the seft butten tmder “Track” te
underline which track yeu are sending it te. Use up er dewn
arrews te select the track and press “Yes” te cepy the part te
anether track. Yeur single part is new en anether track and
can be edited frem there.

Yeu will alse new want te erase that part frem its first leca-
tien se it wen’t cenflict with the new ene. Again ge te EDIT
TRACK and select “Erase.” Set its range the same way yeu
just did te cepy it and hit “Set,” then “Yes,” and it will be
erased frem the first track. As yeu can see, if yeu think that
yeu might want te de seme ef this type ef thing, it may he
better te just recerd en separate tracks te begin with.

#5 Anether geed trick is te cembine twe tetally different
drum set seunds (Enseniq calls them pregrams). Fer instance,
en the SD-1 I eften cembiue the “Brushes” pregram in the in-
terier bank with a drum set in anether bank te get a cemplete
set. Here, the bass drum and hi hat frem “Ballad Kit” might be
in track ene and the “Brushes” in track twe. Again, this gives
me separate veltune and effects centrel ever each track. It alse
allews me te “ad lib” mere en the brushes, playing them
-against the ether track.

Leeping
Previeusly yeu made sure that yeur “LOOP” centrel was set
te “OFF.” If yeu set it te “ON” after yeu recerd yeur first take
te establish the length ef the sequence yen will find that the
sequence will centinue te leep er repeat every feur bars and
yeu can centinue te add drum parts quickly. This is a great
feature after yeu have leamed hew te put parts tegether er if
yeu are just trying te experiment with rhythms and seund
cembiriatiens, but it makes quantiaing a let mere difficult and
it can tend te give yeu a very cluttered drum track. Dunn
tracks usually lese their drive when tee many things are hap-
pening at ence. The e:-tceptien, ef ceurse, is Latin music,
where large rhythm sectiens are the erder and chaetic rhythms
are used a let (ala lvliami Seund Machine, which I leve}. Still,
there are a let ef Latin rhythms that are very tight and simple
like rhmnbas, beguines, tanges, etc. that centribute in their
simplicity te the beauty ef the dance.

Hint: I generally wait tmtil I have mest ef the rest ef an arran-
gement laid dewn and then I ge back and add the gingerbread
(fills, etc.) te the drum part. This way I make sure the drum
parts den’t cellide with er clutter up the rest ef the chart.

Hint: The reasen I like te use feur-bar drum parts is that I can
vary little things like bass drum kicks er snare er hi hat
seunds (epen er clesed) se that the pattern deesn’t seund se
repetitive when it leeps. I can alse append it eut te S, 16 er 32.
bars quickly and have a track with subtle variatiens that isn’t
tee meneteneus. It is alse easy at this peint {after it is ap-
pended) te add seme tem fills er cymbal crashes in select
spets te add even mere variatien and punch. Fer edd bar
phrasing just add er delete bars frem the pattem, Enseniq
makes that very easy.

I was recently asked by a rapper if I eeuld ceme up with a
dram part similar te what we hear en rap albums. I think my
reply was “In my sleepl” Create a twe-bar pattern with seme
clever little gimmick setmd and leep it fer five minutes er se.
(I knew, I’m deing this while they are eut there making a mil-
lien er se, se whe's get the last laugh? Irenic isn't it?)

Anyhew, while there is a let mere te cever, I hepe this intre-
ductien has given yeu a start inte the werld ef sequenced
drum parts en werkstatiens. Fer seme added fun, ge ahead
and put yeur ewn rhythms in place ef the enes we used fer
eur ertample, but remember, start with the basic simple part ef
the rhythm first and then add the rest.

With a little practice yeu tee can create seme pretty great
drum tracks. Ge te iti :-

Bie: Terry hes been it drummer end utility percussienist deing
symphenie, shews, recerding. jets, big bends fer ever .1? 0
years. He new hes u smelt‘ ADAT equipped siutiie with en En-
senie SD-I end EPS-id Pius. He riees everything frem simple
tiemes up Ie full erehestru end big bend sessiens.



How Sounds
Putt XII - Always Room for Cello

Out ef all the instrutnents in the erchestral family (and we all
knew there are a let ef them) my faverite has te be the celle.
With all ef its little quirks and nuances the celle is ene ef the
few instruments that, in my epinien, cemes even clese te the
enpressivity ef the hmnan veice. It has a velvety, resenant
tene that is remarkable reminiscent ef that ef a haritene
singer. It can be warm and cemmanding, able te take held ef
the mest serieus furrew-brewed Beethevian metif and drive
it right inte yeur gut. Yet it retains just eneugh ef a
tengue-in-cheek sense ef humer abeut it, especially in the
high range, that it aveids being eutright selemn. Its veice is
mere that ef a clese friend than fearful eppresser. It is pewer
delivered with a smile and a wink.

Se ef ceurse I weuld jump at the chance ef pregrarnming a
celle seund fer my beleved SQ-1, especially after I get it er.-
panded te 32-veice mede. The new wave set didn’t include a
sele celle veice, but it did have ene sele string instrument
vielin, which is ene mere than the eriginal SQ had. The
eriginal factery ROM seunds de include a patch called
“Celle-Like,” but these whe have heard it will prebably
agree that its character leans mere teward the “Like” part
than the “Celle” ene. With a little hacking and smacking I
heped te be able te squeeze a usable celle patch eut ef the
new waveferm. Tetal accuracy was prebably tee much tee
ask, but hepefully I weuld be able te preduce semething that
weuld at least setmd ekay buried in an erchestral min er used
in a persenal cempesitienal deme. This I get, theugh with a
little mere werk than I enpected, with the patch “Sele
Celle.”

“Sele Celle” uses twe versiens ef the aferementiened SOLD
RFIULIN wave, each pitched dewn an ectave and altered in a
slightly different way. Because I’m using a vielin sample
and net a celle ene tetal accuracy can't be er-tpected. Rather,
the tene ef the setmd is actually kind ef thin and lacking in
resenance and bew neise. mainly since the SQ’s vielin
waveferm gets a little thin at the bettem ef its range and
prebably eeuld have used anether multisample there. This
creates a preblem in creating geed vielin seunds, and
naturally since we're pitching the waveferm an ectave lewer
than its eriginal range, treuble is te be enpected in this case.
”Sele Celle” wasn't really created te be a full replacement
fer a real sampled celle, theugh, and a half-accurate celle is
better than ne celle at all. Suffice te say that it's pessibly the
best imitatien available censidering the reseurces and sheuld
be a geed stand-in fer sketch sequences and demes.

ork
Merl: Ciijien

Oscillater 1 uses the straight SOLO VIOLIN waveferm
transpesed dewn an ectave with ne majer changes te the
waveferm. ‘vibrate, as usual, is supplied by the LFU reuted
te Pitch with a value ef +62. As with the vielin and all ether
fretless string instrtunents, the celle preduces a pure
up-and-dewn pitch vibrate in a shape pretty clese te that ef a
sinewave, which is (surprise) what the LFO waveshape is set
te. LFO Speed is 33, which is average-te-fast fer a celle.
This area is basically left up te the discretien ef the p1'egran1-
mer. Just make sure net te pregram the vibrate tee slew, as
seme peeple are apt te de. The legic ef lew (as in pitch)
equals slew is net always cerrect. Vibrate centrel is reuted
te the medwheel, theugh afterteuch will alse werk fer these
ef yeu with a keybeard that will respend te it, and LFO Re-
start is set te ON. This insures that the LFO will reset itself
te the beginning ef its cycle with each new nete, yielding a
realistic effect in aceustic vibrate simulatiens. Fer the mest
realistic playing, den’t apply vibrate te C2, which is the cel-
le‘s lewest nete and always an epen string.

The filter is set te a 2Le!2Le-pass cenfiguratien, with a
medium FCI cuteff letting threugh seme lew- and rr1id-freq-
uency centent and a lewer FC2 cuteff letting threugh
higher-end bew neise and resin. Beth are rented te ENE? 2 te
further shape their respense and te velecity, which epens the
filters and brightens the seund with harder keystrekes. A
Keybeard Tracking ameunt in the plus range fer beth peles
alse brightens the seund as yen play higher up en the key-
beard. _

Beth Envelepes 2 and 3 (the AMP envelepe) are set te the
same basic shape -- a seft attack fellewed by a peak ef 99
and then a slew tapering eff as the setmd decays. The attack
is medified by the Attack Velecity parameter, which quick-
ens the attack the harder the keys are struck. This means that
at seft velecities the seund will have a mellew, gradual at-
tack. At higher velecities the envelepe attack atneunt will in-
crease, bringing eut the bew-scrape attack ef the eriginal
wavefemr. This simulates the dynamic respense ef a real
celle as the bew hits the strings harder at higher velume
levels. The gradual decrease in envelepe ameunt as the
seund decays simulates a slight dulling ef the seund as the
bew is drawn acress the strings [fer mere en this effect, refer
back te .Tanuary’s vielin patch, which uses mest ef the
pregramming tricks eaplained here). Level Veleeity fer En-
velepe 2 is set te 26, which, since it is reuted te filters, helps
te brighten the seund mere with velecity. The AMP Level



Velocity of 33 increases the volume of the sound with harder
playing, As with most of the ether sounds enplained in this
series, “Solo Cello” is highly responsive to velocity.

While Oscillator 1's job is mainly to supply bow noise and
high- and mid-range frequency content to the sound, it is the
job of Oscillator 2 to add some resonance and “weed.” To do
this I used the old waveform shifting method described way
back in Part I of this series, which focused on low string
sounds. For these of you who missed that installment, or
can’t recall such ancient history, here's a brief recap:

When a waveform is transposed using the usual “Oct, Semi,
Fine” controls in the pitch page, the key ranges of all of the
samples in the waveform are shifted with no change to the
samples themselves. This means that when you transpose a
piane wave up an octave and fifth, you are really just shift-
ing the range of the keyboard and net actually bending the
pitch of the samples. This is to insure a realistic and consis-
tent response in the timbre of the sound regardless of range
and to avoid “munchkiniscation.” lviunchkinization is an ef-
fect caused by the way samples are changed in pitch by a
synth. Pitch is made higher or lower by speeding up er slew-
ing down the rate of the sampled data, much like changing
the speed on a tape deck. If you alter the playback speed too
much you get an unrealistic change in the timbre of the
sound. It literally starts to sound munchkiniaed. The way
around this is to use multiple samples spread across the key-

board, each capturing the sonic characteristics of that. par-
ticular part of the instrument's range.

There are times, though, when you want to, for some reason
or another, bend the pitch of the sample data without effect-
ing its key range. This can be very useful for special effects
and for adding subtle nuances behind normal waveforms, as
we are doing here to “beef up” our cello patch. To do this
you have to use the Envl, LFO and Mod parameters in
screen twe of the Pitch sectien. Since we want the pitch bend
applied to our waves to be a constant, set amount, we set the
Mod parameter to MAX ON with a value of -62. A value of
+,r'- 62 is roughly equal to an octave in pitch. (The values of
this parameter do not follow a linear response curve, there-
fore some tweaking may necessary to to get the sound enact-
ly on pitch. You may also have to mess around with the Fine
tuning parameter a bit.) New we have all of the samples in
the violin waveform bent down an octave without any
change to their keyranges. The Oct and Semi tunings can be
left at +00, since all transposition is new being handled by
the Mod parameter. If you solo the oscillator, you'll see that
it has taken on a very resonant, woody flavor. ‘When layered
behind the more thin, rosiny teature of Oscillator 1, you new
get a much more complete and comple:-t imitation of a celie‘s
sonic characteristics. Everything previously mentioned about
LFO, filter and envelepe programming in Oscillator 1 is
basically duplicated in Osc 2.
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The patch uses the usual orchestral concert hall reverb. The
mcdpedal decreases the decay amount, creating more of an
intimate "chamber"-type ambience.

Combining this patch with January's violin sound can yield
some pretty nice chamber ensemble itnitations, as well as be-
come useful solo voices when used up against a full or-
chestral backdrop. Neat time we'll take a break from all this

nice, tonal instrumentation and return to the good old prehis-
toric days of manly drum-beatin'. - '

Bio: Mari: Clifton drinks too rnnch coffee, reads too mach
philosophy and stays up way too late watching cheesy sci-fi
flicks and laying down teoimoiindnstriaiiorchestral tracks on
his trusty SQ-1.

Getting Loopy

We've read it a million times. Sampling has forever changed
the face of music as we know it today. Unfortunately, too
many of us are content to sit back and ponder this rather than
forging ahead and finding new ways to apply this technology
to more creative ends. One of the earliest and most popular
applications of sampling was the use of the drum loop. When
some enterprising young DJ took a one bar loop off an old
funk record and used it as the basis for a new song, he could
have hardly guessed at the trend he would be starting. This
month, we'll be looking at some ways to utilize drum loops
effectively and with a little more of your own signature than
simply snatching a loop and repeating it ad infinitum.

One thing to keep in mind at the most basic level is that
you'll probably have more success retriggering an unlooped
sample repeatedly than holding down a looped one for the en-
tire length of the song. Using an unlooped sample tends to be
the preferred method among Dls and dance producers for
several reasons. First of all, as one reader noted a few months
back, using a looped sample sometimes leads to odd phasing
problems when your sequence reaches its final bar and goes
back to the first again. Secondly, if you're sampling from a
live drum source, the timing is most likely not rhythmically
perfect and by retriggering the sample repeatedly, you can
help keep the loop from drifting out of time with the other
elements in your sequences. You can also come up with inter-
esting variations on the loop by retriggering it in a syn-
copated manner rather than just on the first beat of every bar.
This is popularly used in the techno and jungle styles of
dance music.

We know you're more creative than to be simply satisfied
with using the same few bars of drums for an entire song, but
unless you can take several different loops from the same
song, you'll need to find another way of doing this. There are
a couple options you have here. The first is to simply add
your own drum track with fills and variations of your own
atop the basic loop. This is usually a good idea since getting a

Torn Shear

drum loop off CD to be strong enough to carry the rhythmic
load of the whole song without lots of sonic engineering can
be quite difficult. You may find that simply feeding the loop
through a highpass filter so it filters out all the low end, thus
allowing cymbals, tambourines, and such to dominate may
work for you. This way you can still get a funky, live feel
from the hats and high frequency percussion while your own
drum track is the center of attention. The inverse of this, of
course, is to focus on your own drum programming and use
drum loops only for fills or breakdowns. Try incorporating
samples of live fills into your own drum programming or use
a sampled loop turned backwards as an unusual accent
well-st.tited for dance music.

The second method of variation is one demonstrated on some
of Ensoniq's drumloop samples. Take your drutn loop sam-
ples, and then make several PARAMETERS ONLY copies of
it and map them to one end of the keyboard. Ne:-rt, go into
each wavesample and use the SAMPLE START and SAM-
PLE END parameters to isolate each of the individual sotmds
from the loop. In other words, bring the SAMPLE END way
down on the first wavesample so you only hear the kick
drum. On the next wavesample, move the START and END
up a little so you can only hear a single hat. Repeat this
process as much as is necessary to get all the sounds that
comprise the loop (on live loops you'll want several different
kick and snare hits shtce they will tend to vary in sotmd a
bit...). Now, when you play your loop, you cart vary it as you
see fit by playing these new wavesamples atop the loop and
adding variations, fills, and breakdowns throughout.

This brings us to the nest level of drum looping. If you have
acquired a good number of these htdividual drum hits from
various loops in your library, you may want to have a go at
creating your own original loops or try to recreate classic
ones by hand. If the sounds you have are espressive, and
thoughtfully programmed, you'll be surprised at how easy it
is to create something by hand that your friends will swear



was sampled from the vaults of James
Brown. Aside from avoiding any poss-
ible copyright infringements, this tech-
nique has many practical advantages.
First of all, you no longer have to
worry about matching tempos of the
loops with your songs shtee you
progatnmed the beat into your sequen-
cer and can thus alter the tempo
however you see fit. You also will have
more flexibility in that you can replace
the individual sounds as needed. Not
to mention, you'll fmd you have more
control over panning and volume levels
of the different elements of the loop,
whether you want some of the drums to
play backwards, etc.

Finally we have one rather advanced
technique you bitheads out there might
want to give a try. Try making several
copies of the loop and mapping them
across the keyboard. Neat, use the
SAMPLE START and END parameters
to slice the loop up into parts of equal
length (this can be tricky). With each
wavesample representing a different
portion of the loop, you can switch
around the order of these portions in
your sequences and come up with
natural- sounding variations or truly
bizarre nightmare rhythms. The smaller
the slices you make (and thus the more
wavesamples you'll need}, the more
you'll be able to alter things.

Drum loops have branched out from
rap into virtually every type of popular
(and not-so-popular) contemporary mu-
sic today. Hopefully these techniques
will act as a springboard to your own
creative use of these handy rhythm
boosters. Iatnes Brown ain't gonna be

around forever,
so get to work,
and get down
with your bad
self.-

Bio: Torn Shear
can't believe
it's not hatter.
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Optical Chicken

For: BPS, ASR, TS series.
Product: The Chicken CD-RUM.
Price: $299.95.
From: Rubber Chicken Software, Rubber Chicken Towers, PD. Eon
I00, Willmar, MN 56201. Phone: 1-S00-S-PRUEPS {voice}, 512-
235-9’l9S (tech support}, e-mail: chickenEPS [America Uri-Line), chick-
enEPS@aol.com {Internet}.

Hey, I'm beginning to see a trend here in ASRIEPSIl6+lTS
wares. And I can't decide whose fault it is. Should I blame
Ensoniq, for designing such product, or the 3rd party, who
provides such support? The chicken or the egg‘? This year
will prove to blur that argument with such staggering multi-
purpose libraries I myself can't decide which Ensoniq key-
board to was over. One size fits eight‘? Knowing Ensoniq,
it'll be nine as soon as the PCMCIA slot in the KT-"lo
speaks SCSI. In any case, 1995 looks to be an esplosive
year for the third party...

And Garth Hjelte hasn't exactly been standing still watch-
ing it go by. The Chicken CD-ROM comes to us this year,
and judging by its content (300+ Mb), I think the only parts
he left out were the beak and the feet. At least that's about
all I couldn't find on this CD. And, to be perfectly honest,
anyone who has baggedlloadediusedipttrchasedletc. Rubber
Chicken wares already knows the quality of product, so the
quality of sound you'll find here along with clever patch
selects and novel programming won't be anything new.

Basically, what you get here is the compiled $800 Rubber
Chicken library in toto for $300, and then some. More on
the "then some" later. This CD represents 4-5 years of
sample tweaking, compilation, patch and effect program-
ming from one of the premiere Ensoniq 3rd party sources. If
Sam lvlims is the man for ethereal animation patches for the
Ensoniq synth line, Garth is the man for the Ensoniq samp-
ler line. and I say that with no diminution of the pool of
very talented Ensoniq programmers out there; I'll wager
they would say the satue.

This collection is actually the biggest collection of "Who's
‘tlv'ho" in the synth market. Collections of JDS00, 01W,
lvlorpheus, Wavestation, {not to mention quite a few En-
soniq synths out them), Vintage Keys, Waldorf, PPG, VS
are logically arranged for your perusal. Quite a few dozen
Mb (boy, that sounded funny 'till the ASR) of acoustic and
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electric pianos are represented, along with very encellent
patch programming variations. There's enough organ satu-
ples to keep even Barry Carson busy for awhile: pipes,
B-3's (20 variations), Farfisas, Votes, Rheems, even Fen-
ders {remember the Contempc?) are vely well represented.
Barry even contributed to the Renaissattcelhledieval chapter
of this CD, and no, I'm not giving any clues as to what in-
struments he sampled; you'll just have to find out for your-
self. Fifty-four gonzo basses (even Factors!) are resident,
along with some luscious K. Thomas acoustic samples (you
know, the ones that don't fit on 3 floppies), D-50 and M-I
samples, and, if you can handle it, a I2 Mb percussion file.
And, of course the "Country Set" reviewed in Issue #108 is
here, with those amazing steel guitar pulls and patch selects.

"Then Some": The UA series (for universally accepted) is a
hacl-:cr's dream. Meg upon meg of rawlsemi-rawlpartially
completed sample data to torque and glean into your own
stuff is included in this chapter. Not that you won't find
perfectly good, usable bytes ready for play here, as there's
plenty. To quote Garth: "About anything you would want is
contained here — use your imagination!" To quote Made-
line Kahn in Blazing Saddles: "It's twuue, it's twuuel" This
is the public domain chapter of this CD. Surfing through
this stuff is like logging onto the lntemet the first time: the
sheer trafficlvolume will just knock your socks off. This is
the stuff for both the serious types that use those menu
pages that don't make much sense on the ASR like "Scale
Data," "Add Data" and the like. Don't play dumb: you
know who you are, and Garth has found you. He ran out of
direct access macros to call these sounds, so you'll have to
peck around yourself to locate these goodies. To balance the
selection of raw wavedata here, you'll find every Ml and
D50 PD sample you'd ever hope for, along with 15-I6 mb
of guitars, keyboards, bells, pads, strings, and percussion
samples. You're right here in "Then Some." On the flip
side, there's the "Introductory Pak" chapter which offers a
little lo-cal taste of everything in the Rubber Chicken
library a "sampler" {no pun intended), if you will. Garth
says "UA"; I say "PD."

I felt a little saddened by the absence of classic Mirage
samples {inst as an historical tip of the hat), but, well, S-bit
is as S-bit does. By the same token, Garth offers parts of the
library in Mirage format, so he hasn't really forgotten what
started all of this, either. Demos and sequences are pro-
vided, some at the root directory level (like the Renais-



sanceflvledieval collection), but some are easter eggs that
you'll just have to go out there and locate. I saw some SQ
samples in here, too (lass Iss, Mystic, and others) mas-
querading in the SD chapter. Just to see how close to real
the SD-1 samples were, I A,iB'd 'em with my trusty SD-1,
and short of some effects processing and zipper noise, are
so close it's scary. If you turn the effects off and AIB the
two, well, if the ASR DAC's were available when the SD-1
was being manufactured, I doubt we'd have the TS-series to
seriously contemplate...

Again, to reiterate from a previous review, there's not
enough page count in the Hacker to do a_b_low-by-blow of
sounds, patch selects, and the like. Suffice to say if you've
usedihearditested Rubber Chicken stuff before, you know
exactly what to expect. If you haven't, these samples are
right up there in the C-‘Elvl (Original Ensoniq lvlanufacture)
department, with attendant detail to patch selects, effects
programming, and ease of use. It doesn't take an educated
ear to see the quality of these wares. In the Back-to-
Ensoniq-Use-Corner, as with other CD's I've spun, this one
also wants to see your reader camped out at SCSI ID#4 for
the MacroFile 5 to call 4-digit codes correctly. This is not a
raveitechnoffunk CD: no loops, no jacked- up grooves here:
that's a very saturated CD-ROM rharkct GE-lIl.h has deliber-
ately avoided here. His "Hip-Hep Necessities Sampling

CD" is available for a nominal $45 if you wanna leam to
speak Gottstoohav.

So which came first; the chicken or the egg‘? I'm no closer
to the answer than you'll be after auditioning this CD. But I
use sure a buck a meg is a helluva bargain for the quality of
these wares. The Chicken CD represents the very reason
90+‘?-‘ii of sampler owners chose a sampler: "To sound like
every other keyboard on the market and then some." Some
may argue; some may lament, but there isn't a one of us
who hasn't loaded a piano into our Ensoniq. So if this ap-
pears a blanket indictment it's a very convincing one.
‘Cause it fooled us all...

However, this CD is not a pastiche of polaroid pictures to
load and fake: these piit are professional shoots with a Has-
selblad and provide corresponding image quality. A more
definitive collection of synth samples is gonna not only be
hard to find; it'll probably come in about 4X the price. At
least that close to what our Asian brethren's sample CD's
list for, and they only provide about a tenth of the depth of
materiel. Garth's CD represents probably one the best argu-
ments for going with an ASR-10 over the competition. For
$300 or around 10% of what you paid for your ASH!
EPSITS it will beccme the competition: it can be any other
keyboard out there. As well as the best... -

Stereo Sampling with the
EPS Classic

Remember the first time you heard stereo sound? I do. lvly
dad brought home a hulking Magnavoit the siee of an
upright piano. "The Magic of Stereephonic Sc1mti," read
the cover of the album he slid onto the turntable. We
hunkered down on the floor between the speakers, and —
Zing! Zing! -—- a vista of audio spread out before us. The
music had depth, breadth, space. "You sigh, the song
begins, you speak and I hear violins," the singer crooned,
"It's Ivlagic..." And it was.

If you've ever funnelled a stereo source into your EPS Clas-
sic and compared the monophonic sample to the original,
you know just how much difference stereo can make. And
you've probably been counting the nickels in your jar and
slobbering all over the shiny ASRs in the music store. Well,
maybe you can have one later, if you eat all your peas. In
the meantime, read on, and I'll tell you how to whip up a
potion that will give your old EPS the lvlagic of Stereo-
phonic Sound. But first, wipe the slobber off your chin —
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you don't want it dripping on the magazine and making the
pages all sticky.

Double, double, toil and trouble
Compared to mono samples, stereo samples sound more
alive, more authentic. Ambient sounds retain their spacious-
ness, and pads and background vocals have an almost palp-
able presence in a mitt. But before you start sampling every-
thing in stereo, there are some important points to consider.

Stereo samples take twice as many mister inputs, twice as
many tape tracks, twice as many sends, retums, inserts, out-
puts, effects. They take twice as much real-estate on disk,
twice as much memory, and more than twice as much time
and effort to create. In addition, to get the full stereo effect,
stereo samples must be panned hard left and right. If all
your instruments are stereo, your options for-placing them
on the soundstagc at mitt-down will be severely limited.



Consider how the instrument will be used before deciding
whether to sample it in stereo. How prominent will it be‘?
Will it play a lead or solo part, or will it be buried in the
mitt? Does it have an unusual ambience or stereo effect that
would be hard to duplicate? Large instruments, such as
piano, pipe organ, B3 with Leslie, or calliope (good luckl},
usually benefit from stereo treamient. And of course, that
stupendous multi-layered pad, and those twenty-four tracks
of overdubbed background vocals for the last chorus —-
well, it goes without saying...

I'm convinced it is always best to sample from a recording.
I don't want to enter the "Live or lvlemoreit" debate here.
There are purists who prefer to sample from live instru-
ments. To me, that's like trying to barbecue a live chicken.
But, hey -- it's your party. Anyway, for what you're about
to do, you absolutely mast record the instrument first.

Eye of newt and toe of frog
Two elements are crucial to stereo imaging. Both are as-
sociated with the way our brains process our perceptions of
sound. The most obvious of these is the relative volume be-
tween left and right channels. If one is louder than the
other, the sound is perceived as emanating from that direc-
tion. Less obvious, but no less crucial, is the relative timing
between the two channels. If a sound begins slightly earlier
on one side, the sound is perceived as emanating from that
direction. You will be able to observe this effect in detail
when you start editing the samples.

You may already have noticed that your EPS Classic is not
a stereo sampler. Because it has only one analog-to-digital
converter, it can only record one signal at a time. But there
is nothing to stop you from recording two signals indepen-
dently, and playing them back at the same time. Its software
also provides no means of linking two samples and per-
forming identical operations on both. But, again, there is
nothing to stop you from manually duplicating your edits.

Given these considerations, you will need to set up for this
sampling session a little differently than under ordinary cir-
cumstances. First, make sure you have everything you need
handy. Ever run out of floppy disks at three a.m.'? They
don't have them at Jiffy-Mart — I already looked. Here's
what you'll need:

- stereo sound source,
- playback device,
- audio cables,
- formatted diskettes,
- stereo headphones,
- pen and paper,
- plenty of strong coffee.

Insert the cable from the left channel of your sound source
into the input of your EPS. With the memory empty, and the
OS disk in the drive, press SAMPLE and select INSTRU-
MENT l. You should see the Input Level page. Press the
DOWN ARROW to reduce the Sampling Threshold one
notch. Using the LEFT or RIGHT ARROWS, navigate to
the Pre-Trigger page. Set the Pre-Trigger to at least 20 mil-
liseconds. You'll be working with sample start times later,
and these settings should give you plenty of room in front
of your sound.

Navigate back to the Input Level page, and begin playing
your sound source repeatedly. Increase its level until the
AMP indicator flashes, then slowly adjust its level to find
the point just below where the AMP indicator lights. For
stereo sampling, you won't be able to cheat by nomialiaing
the sample — so take your time in getting optimum signal
levels.

Once you're satisfied with the input level from the left
channel, remove its cable from the EPS and replace it with
the cable from the right channel. Play your sound source
again. If the AMP indicator does not flash, you have already
found the optimum input level and are ready to move on. If
it does flash, repeat the adjustment process using this chan-
nel. For this to work, the level settings for both input chan-
nels must be identical.

Now you are ready to sample. Insert the left channel again,
press ENTER, and play your sound source. Press ENTER
again to stop sampling, and play the root key for your
sample. Switch cables to sample the right channel. Press
SAMPLE a.nd select INSTRUMENT 1. You should see a
page reading, “UNNA1v[ED I LYR=l WS=NEW." Press the
LEFT ARROW once to underline the layer number, and
press the UP ARROW so that you see, “LYR=N." Press
ENTER, and play your sound source again. Press ENTER
again to stop sampling, and assign this sample to the same
root key as the first. '

Behold! For thou hast the raw data for a stereo sample. Give
it a clever name, like "Strings 1?," and save it before you
start editing. Now go see if the coffee is ready.

Add thereto a tiger's cauldron
Back now‘? You found some leftover chicken in the fridge?
Well, okay, but don't get any barbecue sauce between the
keys. It's bad for the contacts, and awfully hard to get out.
Let's plow ahead. With your new instrument selected, press
EDIT and INSTRUlvllE1\lT. Your screen should read, "00
PATCH=123-----." Press the RIGHT ARROW to underline
the "2," then press the DOWN ARROW to turn off Layer 2.



Press EDIT again, and use the arrow buttons to select Layer
1, Wavesample 1. Press WAVE, and use the arrow buttons
to navigate to the Sample Start page and underline the num-
ber in parentheses. It should be a zero at this point. With
your headphones... You still have your headphones, don't
you? Okay, I'll wait. Yes, of course they were here a minute
ago. Did you look under those pizza buses‘? As I was saying
— with your headphones plugged into the Phones output,
play your sample repeatedly, while adjusting the number in
parentheses. When you have found a spot close to the
beginning of the sound, press the LEFT ARROW button to
underline the fine adjustment number. Play your sound a
few more times while adjusting this number. It often helps
to play the sound a couple of octaves lower than its root
key. You want to fmd a spot just before the beginning of the
sound. Don't make it too tight, or you may lose some of the
more subtle attack characteristics, and you will have u-ouble
getting a stereo image.

Once you're happy with them, write down the sample start
settings — you will need them in a minute. No, I didn't take
your pen. You probably left it downstairs by the coffee pot.
Ready, now? Okay, press AMP and use the arrow buttons to
navigate to the Pan Position page. Press the DOWN AR-
ROW button until the star sits right nest to the word

"PAN." Your edited wavesample is now panned hard left.
Press INSTRUMENT and use the arrow buttons to under-
line the "2" on the Patch Edit page, and ttu'n Layer 2 back
on. Press EDIT, and use the arrow buttons to select Layer 2,
Wavesample 2. Press AMP, and use the UP ARROW to
move the star on the Pan Position page to the far right of the
screen. Your second wavesample is now panned hard right.

If you play your sound now, what you hear should sound
like a left-right delay. Could be fun, but it's not what we're
after. Press WAVE and set the sample start to the same set-
tings as Wavesample 1. When you play your sample now,
what you hear should sound more authentic. Now comes the
fun. Play your sound repeatedly while changing the fine ad-
justment setting, moving the sample start forward or back.
Your sounds should appear to converge or to spread farther
apart. You want them to converge. Continue making small
adjustments and listening. At some point, you will hear a
dramatic change — your sounds will suddenly appear to
merge itito a single sound. This is the Magic of Stereo-
phonic Sound. The sensation beggars description — this is
one you just have to hear.

Your sound will now have a stereo image the center of
which emanates from a space near your left or right head-

may cool sample cfisks. H more $29.95 per I-!—d?sk saI.
Sample Set 1: SUVIEC SYNCHS
Soviet Aelita, Altair, and Eleclronica analog synths. Slistering basses, punchy
resonant synth sounds, lush pads, and more. Idea! for industrial, techno, and rave!
Sample set 2: Live Drums
Pristine samples of a Yamalra Recordingfiustom kil and Sabian cymbals from Craig
‘famek, as well as ettcellenl rock and brush kits from the Roland R-fl.
Sample Set s: Irena: Dun:
The dopesl, phunkiesf dmm sounds from the classic machines, with amazing new
sounds created on analog synths. Dangerous drums for rap, house, and techno!
Sample Set 4: ifilzk. "f::’n=I.s
G in-rious animated pads, htage and silky smooth. Wilh a bi! of programming magic,
these samples are falter an smoother than their original synthesizer patches.
Sample Set 5: SYNTHIA I
Killer synth sounds, analog and digital, from the lvlinimoog and Bil Due lo lhe
Ensoniq TS-ll]. Unique sounrk from unique instruments!

Sam le Set s- Plrlcurslnn
This set consists of drum sounds from all around the world, a complete percussion
section from lhe symphony stage, a Brazilian rainslick, and more.

Sample Set 7':  %§L€.
The rudesf tn-ck guitars, lhe sweetest acoustic, countrypicking, reggaechord chops,
beautiful mandolin, and more.

Sample Set B: BGISGS
Like big bollomsi Syntaur's got ‘em! From a smooth Fender larz [lass to a fat
Minimoog synth bass, from the iturzweil !(2[ll]l]' to the Soviet Aelila analog synth,
these basses will lock down any groove.
Sample Set 9: ’I]|nBli Pflfgflffilfln
Mallet sounds of all flavors, orchestra hits, and bells and whistles, of course.
Sample Set It]: Sound Efffif Q!
For your dining and dancing pleasure, here is a collection of crystal-clear sound
effects, from Harleys lo glass breaks, pneumatic slams to orgasms.
Sample Set 11: sotflttf Efrfl Z
More frighteningly realistic sound effects, including an antique grandfather clock,
a fabulous oil vacuum lno kiddingll, sledgehammers info Ty‘ screens, and more!
Sample Set 1 2: qtliifififiliii
Very co-o|! WendyCarloslltraflwerk-fypevocoder sounds! ‘v'oca!Oolrs, Aahs, and
Eeez, drum loops, and dance sfa rig processed through a Roland S'v‘C-35!] vococler.

Vila it tint: srottttcis fist" iii?’ liiitstt-rainy lacy ..".;-:'j "Iif.".".'.. rarity iris t;iii..'i!rip;i
All orders must add $4.0!) for shipping {$5.00 for orders outside the US}. Shipment is normally made within 24 hours. Texas residents must

. ::I|."- .- I... r-."

i add T".25% sales tart fE!.2S“.'i‘ii within Houston]. Payment can be made by clteck or money order, ‘visa, MasterCard, and American Express)

5
._ IEOrders:

540

..
- -.e" -- -;i. - .:"' -="= it it - -» *3‘-'= .1-.-2-...r".

' Info:
43rd St., Houston, TX F7092(300) 334-1233 Sax: (713) sea-2072 (713) 632-1960
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phone. Use the arrow buttons to move its image back and
forth. incrementing the sample start should move it to the
right, while decrementing moves it left. There is a window
of sample start addresses about 20 to 30 numbers wide
within which a sound has a coherent stereo image that
moves across the sound stage. Outside this window, the
sound seems to break apart and is perceived as separate
layers. When you're through playing with it, center your
stereo image, truncate both wavesamples, and save yotu
sound.

Cool it with a baboon's blood
I'll not attempt a blow-by-blow account of the looping
process. In brief: tum off Layer 2, find a good loop for
Wavesample 1, write down the parameters. turn on Layer 2,
and set identical parameters. If it works, Hallelujah! If not,
tt'y again. Since the loop parameters must be identical for
both samples, and many of the loop-processing commands
(such as Reverse Cross-Fade or Synthesise Loop) may
destroy the stereo image, finding a good loop can be quite a
trick. Save your work frequently, and bear in mind that a

loop that sounds a bit lumpy in isolation, is often acceptable
in a min. For envelopes, filtering and suchlike, just remem-
her to treat both samples in identical ways.

And now about the cauldron sing
By now, you've probably figured out that concocting a
polished, multi-sampled. stereo instrument is not a cmise in
the Caribbean. It can be a very fmstrating and arduous
process. Aye, but there's magic in it. If Macbeth had had a
sampler, maybe he wouldn't have been bothered and he-
wildered by those weird sisters. If you've home with me so
fat, I hope you've fallen under the spell of stereo sampling.
If not, go see what's on Tit; I think they're showing re-mus
of Bewitched. -|

Bio: Russell Cardwelt has been ntatcing odd noises since
getting his first Moog in '7d, and spent ntttch of the '80s
sauinting at the hexadecimal display of his Mirage. You can
olatne hitn for a lot of those horrid jingtes that get stuck in
your head. His sound designs are sold by West Broadway
Productions. His email address is: wbroadn-ay@aol.corn.

HARDWAFIEISOFTWAHE

'Wat1ter1: VFX-sd or SD-1 32 ‘ltoice. Todd, phone:
402-553-31-‘5El.

Ensoniq SQ-Bl]. Hundreds of sounds and sequences
including Si} by lvlonster Dan. Will throw in many
estras INCLUDING MIDI guitar. $300 firm. Nick,
T02-E93-BEBE.

STUDIO LIOUIDATION SALE. Maranta COR-
tiltl Compact Disk Recorder, Hughes an-too
ED-Sound Retreival System, Tascatu ltlfi 6-
Charmel hliser... and much, much call for
details. lfoice: {Elli} 6tl'i'- 11752, Fart: [Elli] E4?-
Elllfl. Or leave me mail on America Online at:
"PieceOlIdind."

Pfarited: Looking for 2 ‘JFK-sd's. Lou, Bl3-6BA-
T1554.

SAMPLESIPATCHESJSOUNDS
DINOSAURS LIFE! Original samples of analog

If you're crazy
enough to be

selling your gear...
Please be sure to pass along how absolute-
ly vital it is to have a subscription to the
Transonig Hacker. And how wonderful we
are. And how you couldn't have survived
without us. And how they should quick
send us a check before they do anything
else. And...

synths and drum machines. lldany sounds includ-
ing: ARP, Moog, Korg, Roland MCZDZ, TB3l}3,
Analog Beatbottes (DR.-55, DR-llfl), loops, and
Homehrew Synthdrumsl 5 disks;'$l5 postpaid.
David Talento, PO Bolt 22135, Philadelphia, PA
19103.

l'~t[lCROTUI"lIl\lGS for the EPSIASR contains I92
alternate tuning tables: equal temperaments, just
intonations, historic, modem, and etimic tunings.
All for just $15 postpaid. Bill Sethares, E22 N.
Henry St., lvladison, WI 53'l'll3.

"I'll keep moving until those pesky FBI agents
leave me alonel" Yes, Tom Shear has moved
again, so if you want to receive a free catalog of
his inexpensive 16-bit classic synth samples, send
an SASE to: T26 Fourth Ave., Williamsport, PA
l'l’lill.

MUSIC

Unfinished Dreams is a self-produced album by
Johnny Klonaris that features the Ensoniq ‘JFK,
DPI4 and good, old Mirage on 1'? vocal and in-
strumental tracks. Send $lll U5 for the CD to
Catltarsis Records West, P.O. Host 3fill‘Il'I-'11, Mil-
pitas, CA ssoss-tore.

The perfect llIlt'I'l~IIJA‘t' GIFT for 5 - 11 year
olrlsl The soundtrack from the 1994 Suatford Fes-
tival production of ALICE THROUGH THE
LOOKING GLASS is new available on CD and
cassettel Over 25 singers and musicians digitally
recorded in this delightful collection of songs and
dances! The poetry of Lewis Carroll. Original
music by lileith Thomas. To order, phone
519-2T1-T954 or send $15 {CD} or $lll {cassette}
to: Keith Thomas, PO Hos". 2311155, Stratford, ON
NSA-TVS, Canada.

1?

RECORDING

CUSTOM COMPACT DISCS. Affordable
single copy CDs starting at $35. ‘Write, call or far.
for information. 46 PRODUCTIONS. 42W55'l
Hawk Circle, St Charles, IL Bill?-'5. TEL: {BUD}
BSD-5423. FAX: {see} 263-lifi. -

COMPACT DISC RECORDING: Any recording
of yours can be n-ansferred to CD. Just supply tape
recording of music {preferably DAT]. FREE H.-‘W’
coversheet included. Imagine YOUR music on
Compact Eliscl Excellent for demos or archives.
Perfect for low production runs. $50 for one CD,
$40 for each additional. Call for information ->
Jim Grote. {S13} EH51-E385 {EST}.

OUT-OF-PRINT BACK ISSUES
lvi.U.G. will provide Out-of-Print issues for cost of
materials and postage. lld.l.l.G. I-Iodine: 212-465-
34-3l} or write: O-4 Productions, PO Hos til5Tl-I,
Yonkers, NY 1ll'lll3. Atln: TH Hack Issues. Phone:
(212) 465-3430. * "' * Folks in the New York City
area can get copies of unavailable back issues of
the Hacker - call Jordan Scott, 718- 9'3 3-2-till}.

FFIEE CLASSIFIEDS!
Well - within limits. ‘We're offering free classified
advertising {up to I-ill words) for your sampled
sounds or patches. Additional words, or ads for
other products or services, are $l'J.25,-" word per
issue {HOLD type: $ll.-‘-Liiword). Unless renewed,
freebie ads are removed after 2 issues. While
you're welcome to resell copyrighted sounds and
programs that you no longer have any use for, ads
for copies of copyrighted material will not be ac-
cepted. Sorry - we can't take ad dictation otter the
phonel



PTOQI SWOOPY By: Jack Gardner, Springfield, VT

WINE 1 2 -__iL - LFO 1

Notes: I have called this patch "Swoopy." Play and hold chords — the sound changes over time.
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T119 H381-(I One more from the Jack Gardner Collection.
Luckily for us, this guy must live to program or maybe he just
likes seeing his name in print. By the way, there are other
SQ.i'KS types out there who live to program or like seeing their
name in print. aren't there‘? (Subtle hint #25). With "Swoopy,"
we swoop into Transwave territory. lioice 2 houses our T
Wave, so the most important changes should be made for that
voice: in the Filter Section, decrease FC2 CUTOFF to 056;
we'd prefer the Transwave to be more dominant. Although the
Wheel modulates the filter somewhat, it might be nice to
"travel" the Transwave with another modulator. At the Wave
Section, change MODSRC to PEDAL. Then raise the MOD-
AMT to full or +99. We may still want to use Envelope 1 as a
]lrlodSource somewhere. Go to the Output Section. We need to

original Dari: Shadows] or use it in-

apply a smaller amount of Envelope 1 here than we originally
used for the wave. Let MODSRC = EN'l.l'l and MOOAMT =
+10. A note concerning Voice 1: if you wish to employ the
Key Range settings indicated on the parameter sheet KBD
SCALE must equal ZONE. Try this sound in i"oyager- or

Generations-like applications (or the

stead of strings or more generic pads.

Iefirey Rhoads

. Bio: .l'e_fi"rey Rhoads is a keyboardist!
composer on the Philadelphia Iass

' andl? tit B scene.

Hackerpatch is intended to be a place where patch vendors can show their wares and musicians cart share their goodies and impress their
friends. Once something's published here, it's free for all. Please don't submit patches that you know to be minor tweaks of copyrighted
commercial patches unless you have permission from the copyright owner. All submitted patches are subject to consideration for mutilation
and comments by Sam llrlims and Jeffrey Rhoads -—- our resident patch analysts. If you send in a patch. please include your phone number.
Requests for particular patches are also very welcome.

Pending Hacker-Requests: SQ-ll! - A nice fat sounding trumpet
S[Jl'll'FX - A sitar patch



The Final Word on
Debuzzificcition for your ESQ-1

For those of us stalwarts who still have an ESQ-1, how about
another improvement on the basic PLANO tones‘? Are you
still annoyed by "BUZZY" notes —- usually the second C or
the first C — depending on the particular timing of the FINE
button and various tricks to tame the annoying rasp that
seemed to be almost always present on one or more notes‘?

Yes, I know several ways of improving these have been sug-
gested over the years — way back in Issue #13 there was a
letter from Joe Sallenger. Issue #3? had a letter from Steve
Hodak, and finally, in Issue #39 Jim Johnson had a scholarly
article describing the problem and offering an escellent patch.
The patch certainly made a much better second octave C.
However, it made an objectionable first octave C. This is less
trouble, but wouldn't it be cool to smooth out all the notes
and make the entire keyboard range as even as possible?

I would like to suggest another approach to balancing the
tuning by a form of modulation (which I have not seen men-
tioned for this purpose). Simply put: If your piano patch is in
the typical format, set OSC l and OSC 2 to OCT 0, SEMI 0,

ESOI-‘I PHOG: GPHD2 B'l':Cyrt.laDii1al'iah

OOT SEMI 'F||'i|E WAME MODS1 DEPTH DEPTH
U551 o o o srnno trot + 1 snvi + 1
DSC2 0 0 0 PIANO LFO1 --1 E-l'~l'li'1 +1
OSCO "3 ll 9 5‘I'llTli3 "_ __ '__ _ _ FEED? "'53

Cyrus Dinshah

FINE 0. (The OSC 3 is usually for adding the sharp ping to
notes and is left for that purpose.) If your patch used any
modulators on the OSC section for detuning (like honky-tonk
effects), disable that effect. A good pianist wants a good
piano, I hope. On OSC 1, set MOD 1 to LFO1 with a depth of
+1 — on OSC 2, set MOD l to LFO1 with adepth of-1. Now
check in to the LFOs. Usually they have not been used
(though some patches may give the impression that they
were). Set LFO1 to FREQ 0, RESET ON, HUMAN OFF,
WATE TRI, Ll 1, DELAY 0, L2 ll, MUD OFF.

Try that favorite of yours now. Setting the tuning of the patch
either one octave higher or lower does -not seem to spoil the
benefits. This slight detuning nicely removes the "C Buss."

I'm including two samples here showing the full format. _

Bio: Cyrus Dinshah is a long time Certified Electronic Tech-
nician. Musically he's an amateur — and yet he still dislihes
hurry notes. He wouldn't trade his ESQ-I but could sure use
a couple of new volume and data entry sliders.
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llIl¢Il¢l'1 Sam Mlms
PTOQI RAINFUREST By: Sam ll-Tints, Syntaur Productions

Notes &Special Settings: RAINFOREST is an evolving pan-flute pad, with a
background of tropical birds, created with the TS's Hyperwave capabilities. It is a
patch from Syntaur's TS Set 1. The modwhecl and key pressure add vibrato and
tremolo to the pad, and the CV pedal removes the bird sotmds. The 0* patch is just
the pan flute pad, 0* adds arain effect, and *1‘ is a jungle of tropical birds.

Keep in mind a few things when entering these parameters; they will make your
button-pushing much easier. First, if a parameter is blank, it has no effect on the
sound -— so skip it. Second, a good time-saver is to press both the Up and Down
buttons simultaneously to center a value {i.e. to set to 0 if its range is both positive
and negative}. Finally, to enter the wave list parameters, go to the Select Voice
page, and press Edit Wave-List.

RAINFOREST is a good opportunity to swap waves around for some sonic
variety. Try these substitutions for the Panflute wave of Voice 4: Synth-Pad,
Supt-EH12, any of the flute and vocal waveforms, and Pad-Wave 5 and fr. The
wave list waveforms can also be miited up a bit. Try taking out all the birds, for
instance, and replacing them with percussion sounds.
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STEP
01
02
DB
D4
05
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DP/4 Hcickerpciifches
These are a couple more 4-unitfl-source patches that have been
developed the past couple of years itt recording sessions. Most of
these patches are designed for vocal use. One thing I do is use
the room detune parameters of the hall and room algorithms to
really smooth out the decay. These parameters can be used to
create a pitch shift type of effect if not over used. I've found that
using the detttne parameters works best on vocals and snares.

Staggered: This patch uses the plate algorithm. It gives the feel
of large ambience while having short decay times. This is
achieved through the delay parameters on the chorus and the

Name: Staggered
Use: ‘Vocals
Alg Sm Pit Alg S VceCh Alg Sm Plt Alg Sm Plt
01 99 01 31 01 90 01 39
02 99

aucuasoecsauasaau

aueg
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+0?
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99'

EESEGEEEZEQHEEEEEE
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Conflgs: (00) 1 (01) Set‘ (02) Ser (03) Ser I04} 00 (05) 00
-(06) Mono (07) b (03) h {09} b (10) it
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Dave Kelly

serial routing. Best for vocals.

Power Room: While using the large room algorithm, this patch
gives the feel of a very tight room while still creating an openess
around the instruments it's used on. Best for "in your face" vo-
cals and snares. —

Bio: Dave owns and operates Lotta Recording, a 24-track studio,
in Glen Bernie Md. His band is PASSIDNFIX. He's been doing
music since he was 5 (3? now but don't tell) and has been en-
gineering seriouslyfor something like I0-J2 years.

Name: Power Boom
Use: ‘Vocals,tSnare
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Letters for The Interface may be sent to any of the following addresses:
‘LLB. Mail - The Interface, Transoniq Hacker, l4il2 SW Upland Dr., Fenland, UR 97221
Electronic mail - Clinic Network: TRANSDNIQ, Internet: interfacc.@transonit;|.com.
This is probably one of the niost open foninis in the music industry. Letter writers are asked to please keep the vitriol to a minimum. Readers are
reminded to take everything with a grain of salt. Resident answer-man is Clark Salisbury {CS}. Letter publication is subject to space considerations.

..l ___L .

To: Transoniq Hacker
Subj: TS-12 w,lCakewalk Pro 3.il for Win-
dows

I'm having a problem with the recording of
banktprogram changes using my TS-12
with Cakewalk Pro version 31] for ‘Win-
dows. I have the following M11]-I-related
settings in effect:

TS-12 — System Page
lv[[DI-TRBZ-NAlvlES=UN

TS-12 - MIDI Page
BASE-CI-LAl*i=l
ALL-DFF=0FF
SEND=TRACK
MUDE=MULTI
‘iiEL$t'XPDS=HUTH
XCTRL=U-I32
L'lI)DP=UN
CNTRLS=Ol~l
SONG-SEl..=0FF
STARTlSTEJP=EJN
FROG-CHG=0N
SYS-E3-{=0FF
IJEVICE—ID=[ll
SEND-PARAlvIS=DFF

Sequencer Control Page
CLtJCl{=M]DI
RECORD-lvlUDE=REPLACE
TEl'vlPU=EXT
AUTOPUNCH=OFF
LUOP=UFF
SUNS STEP E.FFECT=SEQ
REC-SUURCE=lvlULTI
EDIT-TRACI{S=SEQ

Track MIDI Page
Tracks 1 thru 12 set to MIDI-LCDP
Tracks 1 thru 12 assigned to MIDI channels
1 thru 12 respectively

Cakewalk Pro 3.tl MIIJI-related settings
Settingsllnstruments mapped correctly (all
banks] to TS-ll} supplied settings
Bank Select = Normal
Controllers = Standard
MIDI thru = Auto
Tracks 1 thru 12 assigned to MIDI channels
1 thru 12 respectively
ls-'I[lIlI out - transmitting MIDI stsrtlcen-
tiouelstoplclock
Iv[[EtI out - transmitting MIDI song position
pointer

I am using a Music Quest PC MIDI card —
Cakewalk port 1 mapped to this card,
mapped to TS-ll]. l should also point out
that I'm no dunirny '- I own a computer
hardwaretsoftware company, and am very
computertlvllllll literate. New that we've get
all that out of the way... here's the descrip-
tion of the actual problem:

When recording from Cakewalk to the TS-
12 {in a newly created, blank sequence)...
during recording, banklprogram changes are
sent and interpreted correctly, i.e. the cor-
rect banktprogram are selected and play.

After recording is complete, if you play the
sequence from the TS-12, when the bank)‘
program changes occur you do net get the
correct banltlprogram selects. I've narrowed
it down to this pattern by checking the track
event list on the TS-12 for "prg" type
events:

Cakewalk sends TS-12 records
Bank Prog Bank Prog PRG track event
U 1 1 ll PRG.UfiU.{l~UlB

U PRG.flD{l.Ufl2B
U PRG.Utl[l.EItl3E

D 2
U 3 Ls-l*l'-i|'

l 1 l U same set as above
1 2 2 El
l 3 3 U

2 l 1 U same set as above
2 2 2 D
2 3 3 U

3 1 1 ll same set as above
3 2 2 ll
3 3 3 ll

4 1 1 D same set as above
4 2 2 U
4 3 3 H

then... just fer fun...

2 5 5
2 6 15
2 7 7

ll PRCi.il=[l'[l.tlll5B
ll PRCi.i]-U'[l.ilU6B
ll PRC .U'il{l.[lil’lH

All in all, looks like the "bank" number sent
is being ignored, and the "program" number
is being recorded as a "bank." Keep in
mind, that the banklprogram IS interpreted
correctly during the actual recording - it's
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when playing back from the enbeard TS se-
quencer that it is incorrect — this leads me to
believe that Cakewalk is sending correct
values, but the TS sequencer is recording
them incorrectly.

Is this a TS bug‘? Ctr am I dumber than I
thought?

Any help appreciated! As you hear so often
- the Hacker is an incredible publicationlt
Keep up the good work!!!

Pat Esslinger
Milwaukee, WI
CompuServe

{Ertsonio - Thanh you for such a detailed
letter - this is the type of inquiry that gives
as plenty of inforrnation to deal with. Unfor-
tunately for notJ, when we ran a preliminary
test everything worked fine. When we re-
corded frorn a TS-I2 into Ernagic's Logic
sequencing program and then inserted
various Bani: and prograrn changes into the
sequence, the TS responded correctly. We
then recorded that sequence into the TS-I2
and played it hack perfectly, with the correct
events viewed in the event editor. Yet Clark
reported to us that he encountered the saute
problem as you had when using Opcode's
Vision. So we'll have to lteep looking into
this. l hope we can have an answer for you
by the next issue, if not sooner.,l

 

Hi guys!

This is my first time logging in to the Tran-
soniq Hacker and I would like to introduce
myself to you all. My name is Ali Janah
from Brunei (in case you've never heard of
it... well it's a tiny country on the island of
Borneo}. I'm an amateur musician who plays
the guitar and a little bit of keyboard. My
home music setup consists of a Quadra se-
t]A"v" (ill2.3lllCIl) running Opcode's ‘ilision
2.0, Supra Faitlvlodem I4-.4 V32bis, an
AER-ltl {-tlvib ram), KZU-BUR, Tascam 454,
Ibanes Elec.gtr, Roland GP-lo, Roland
FC-lfltl ltdl-:11 foot controller and an EV-5
e:-tpression pedal.

I was wondering any of you could help me
with a problem that I have concerning the
AER-Ill. I bought the sampler quite early



when it was introduced and when version
US Ver 2 came out, I got a copy of it and
when I tried installing it... it said "requires
new RUM" or something like that. It was
apparent that the RUM version that I got
was an old one. Would anybody be kind
enough to tell me how I could overcome
this problem. What with Version 3 already
out, I would certainly be left out in term of
features. And lastly, could anybody tell me
the approitimate price of the SCSI connec-
tor for the ASR-ltl. The price that I got was
about S$(t55il.ilil) — that's Singapore dollars.

Thanks very much.

Regards,
Alijanah
‘Ilia Internet

{CS - if you don't have a local dealer who
can help you, you should be able to order
current RUMS from Ensoniq Customer
Service. Their number in the US is
{did}-647-3P3d.j -

{Ensoniq - We did have a ROM chip
change between GS versions .l and 2 — the
current ROM version is i.5. This is re-
quired to run any 0.5‘ version higher than l
so you definitely want to update your
AER-lfl. Your local distributor can help and
they should only charge for the labor to in-
stall the chip. We send them the RUM chips
for fies. if you are not sure how to contact
your distributor contact Steve ltdash here at
Ensoniq {far # dill-64?-8908).}

Here is a question for the Interface:

My students have been creating low bass
sounds as part of a transposingllooping eit-
ercise and there always seems to be "noise"
in the samples. I never heard this on the
EPS-16+ until this year; then again I never
created much super low end stuff either. It
doe-sn’t matter if the samples are looped or
not. It sounds like light crackling. Could it
be the internals of the EPS? I get the same
results with two different amps and speak-
ers and some nice Sony headphones so it
most likely isn't the outboard stuff.

Thanks,
Paul Bissell
Go Fish Music
Via Internet

{Ensoniq - This is hard to answer based on
your limited description. lt is possible that
you are recording your samples too loud,

which can result in clipping the input sig-
nal. Please contact our Customer Service at
dill-dd?-3930 to give us more information.,i

Question for the Hacker:

Do you guys know of any editor for the SQ
series designed for the Mac‘? The ubiquitous
Galaity seems to have ignored this cool
soundsnurce. I am also looking for a disk
catalogerllabeller for ASR disks designed
for the Mac. I know of Ciebler for the PC.
Are there any out there for the Mac? Is it
possible I will have to change platforms -
please not THAT! Anything but THAT! ;-p

Thanks St keep on Hackin'!
Tom Leatherman
Lakewood, {ll-I
‘Via Internet

{CS -~ i believe that [inisyn t’from Marl: of
the Unicorn} supports the SQlKS series of
synths with both editor and librarian func-
tions. l've worked with their KT-F6 editort
librarian, and have found it to be most serv-
iceable. As far as disk catalogerllabeiler
software for the Mac, l don't really know of
any. Perhaps one of our readers might have
some input...,l

{Ensoniq - Clark is correct. Unisyn from
Marl: of the Unicorn has a nice editor
module for the SQ (and KS-32} instruments.
We should also mention that the KT-Ilbldd
editor.-‘librarian is a beta version that we
have helped them to create, and we don't
believe that it has been released yet. But it
will be soon.ji

Hello Hacker:

A question for some of the tech-heads out
there, and perhaps for Ensoniq, though I'm
sure they won't like what I've been trying
to do!

Since the EPS-16 and the ASR use the
same effects chip (I think), why aren't the
ASR effects downward compatible with the
EPS?

I've been trying to load the ASR specific
effects (#'s I4-SD) to my EPS-16 with no
luck. The EPS doesn't even recognise that
the effect is on the floppy disk. So I went
hunting into the files with a host editor and
changed what looked like a couple of ob-
vious bytes toward the beginning of the
files that seemed to specify "ASH" rather
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than "EPS." This change did make the EPS
recognize the effects file on the disk, but
then the machine crashed when I tried to
load them...

So is there something special about the
AER effects that prevent them from being
compatible with the EPS-lo architecture or
is just a simple formatting incompatibility?
If the latter, why not allow us EPS-lb users
access to them‘? I know it would make a ton
of people happy... For that matter, even if
you sold some of these effects to EPS-lb
users things like the keyed ettpander, com-
pression, van der pol filter, etc..., I'm sure a
lot of people would appreciate it, and buy
them.

Perhaps Wavehoy is listening and could
comment too?

Also, has anyone had luck with purchasing
the German company's effects for the
ASRlEPS-lo? I've fa:-ted them with no
response... (Sorry, the name of the company
escapes me at the moment.)

Thanks for the forum!
Dan Nigrin
GLITCH Defective Records -
Ilia Internet

{TH - We've also tried to get more info on
the Germany company and so far - eilch._,l

[Ensoniq — The AER and the EPS-I6 PLUS
are not exactly the same inside, and this
would mean re-coding the ASH efiects
before they would be compatible with the lti
PLUS. it is not as simple as a header. or
formatting incompatibility as you suggest.
They use dtfierent revisions of our ESP
chip, with difierent tolerances, and would
require significant modifications and test-
ing. This is not likely to happen - sorry._l

TH:

I own an ASR-1t! and a Macintosh which I
use for sequencing and hard disk recording.
I have been looking into buying a Syquest
drive to use with my ASR, but I also want
to use one with my Mac for data backup. Is
it possible to get a drive compatible with
both, so that I can pop in an Ensoniq-format
or a Mac-format cart and use it either way?

Brian Salter
Carmichael, CA

{CS - li’emovabie cartridge drives based on



the Syquest mechanism will be compatible
with both the AER and the Mac. l know
many people {myself included) who use just
such a setup for exactly the reasons you
outline. The one thing to keep in mind,
though, is that the smaller Syquest drives
are not fast enough to allow for two-
channel hard disi: recording at 4~=l.iit using
the AER-ill t’although they should work fine
for Mac-based hard-dish recording}. En-
soniq uses and recommends Bernoulli
drives as a removable media compatible
with AER-iii hard-dish recording t’these will
woricfine with the Mac, too}.,l

l-lacker,

First of all, thanks for a great magazine. I
can't tell you how many times I refer back
to it to help me out of a jam of for new
ideas. Thanks.

My question is: can a Syquest storage
device do double duty for a PC and for a
TS-12 and ASR-10? Can you just format
the individual cartridges, or do you have to
buy a Syquest for the Mac computer‘? Also,
what's the most compatible (quickest
hassle-free) storage device for Audio tracks
that can also share duty with the PC‘? If
possible I would rather not buy one for
each.

Thanks,
Ion Sarta
Ilia Internet

{CS - To the response made for the ques-
tion above, l have only this to add: tn my
experience, there are some odd issues sur-
rounding .5'CSl on PC-compatible machines.
These are somewhat obscure and technical,
but the bottom line is this: if SCSI is work-
ing fine on your PC, you should have no
problem sharing a removable media drive
among all three devices (PC, TS-1'2, and
AER-lti}.,l

{Ensoniq - We would recommend the Ber-
noulli .l.'.i-Il or 236' MB removable drives as
the best choice for recording Audio Tracks
andfor sharing between your ASH-ltllTS-I2
and your PC. They have the best data cach-
ing scheme we have seen (which helps the
Audio Track "tool:-ahead" mechanism} and
have been roci:-solid and reliable. You will
see them in most of the computer peripheral
catalogs.j

Dear Transoniq Hacker,

After playing piano, guitar, mandolin and
other acoustic instruments for thirty years
or so, Ijust bought a TS-12. lam amazed at
the quality and variety of sounds and effects
it produces. The biggest barrier I face new
is my own imagination. I have discovered I
am painfully ignorant about rhythm tracks
and was delighted to see with my first issue
of the Hacker, the back issue indeit with ar-
ticles on rhythm tracks and drum program-
ming.

I am learning how to use the sequencer on
the TS-12. I don't see any way to vary the
time signature within a sequence, i.e. a few
measures of til-it, one measure of til-ll, more
measure of 4,l-ll, a section of ‘lit! etc. Does
each section with a different time signature
have to be a separate sequence‘? Everyone
who has been sequencing longer than one
month must know the answer to this ques-
tion but I can't figure it out.

Sincerely,
David Simenson
Merced, CA

[CS — There are two ways that i lcnow of to
deal with disparate time signatures in se-
quencers which do not support time signa-
ture changes within a single sequence. The
first method is to create and record
separate sequences for each different time
signature, and then chain together the in-
dividual sequences to form the finished
song. The other method {and the one l'm
most likely to use when faced with the same
problem) is to simply ignore the time signa-
ture setting in the sequencer, and just
record the music in the way i normally
would. The tricic here is to find a common
denominator for the sequence's time signa-
ture setting, so that you can still loop and
chain sequences together to form songs.

For example, let's say you have a section of
a song which has a measure ofdid followed
by two measures of did . in all, this sequence
would play .i :5 quarter notes (4+d+d,l. if
you set the time signature to all-t, you'll find
that the sequence requires exactly four
measures, so this should work out fine.

in some cases, though, you'll have to get a
bit tricltier. For example, say you have a
section comprised of two measures in »=ll4,
and one in Tlrl. You could set this up as a
single measure of lfld, but you might want
to set it up as l5 measures of ll-=t,' this
would provide you for more editing options
in terms of copying and pasting, etc.j
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Dear Hacker,

I am a New Zealand songwriter, I have
written a number of songs that may be of
interest to your readers. I have a few novel-
ty songs about singing dogs, yodeling dogs
and comedy songs with a country base.

I also have a children's bird song featuring
native bird sounds.

I particularly like writing songs that use
sound effects and also have a number of
country and folk songs.

If interested please write:

Dave Ward
The Kiwi Songwriter
S5 Pitcairn ST
Oahura 46511]
Zaranaki, New Zealand

 

Dear TH,

I am one of the many who has been reading
the Hacker for years and has been pleased
with all of your efforts throughout your
publication. The following can only be at-
tributed to years of covert brainwashing by
your esteemed writers.

Cluseau meets Berman - Given the out-
landish tendency of Robby to generously
employ an unusually creative amount of
flat-out-balderdash verbiage, we know that
he must be utilising four-wheel drive typing
to get so much in so quickly! This has been
an unsolvable mystery to me until the Feb,
1995 issue {#116} with his ironically en-
titled column Wave Bye-Bye in which he in-
advertently revealed the true source of his
work.

Perhaps I should have said that Robby is
utilising four-legged drive typing. The
evidence is in non-bold type: ""‘99 (my cat
typed that last bit]." The surface meaning of
this was superbly crafted to fool the reader,
but the crafty cat created a clever clue to the
true identity of the author of the articles -
namely himselfI

EVIDENCE: ‘"99 consists of a shifted S plus
two unshifted 9s. This could have only been
accomplished by a superiorly intellected
feline who could push the shift-key with a
left-handed hind-legged-pre-prehensile paw
and the S-key with its right-handed front-
leg paw simultaneously. We have four-



legged-ignition typing! New all we need is
an encryptologist to decipher what *9?
means.

Is there someone on the shelf or out therein
Readerland who can tell us what this
means‘?

Inspirator Cluseau
AKA Paul Henning
Belleair, FL

ITH — We'll get back to you during visiting
hours.,i

{Aurora Hobbes Barman responds - Dolli-
illlillkihggggggggdef

{Robby — That is Ii‘ory’s actual response
{note the clever juxtaposition of the zero
and the character "o" which begins her
retort, not to mention her transcendence of
the needfor any punctuation whatsoeverj.,i

{CS - I tried to get my cat to respond. as
well, but she's too busy working on her
latest album mix. Maybe next month...,l

Attention EPS Hackers!

WAEINIING WARNING WARNING: the
FATAR Studio 49 (voiceless MIDI key-
board) is not necessarily compatible with
the EPS!!!

You may get lucky, but one Studio 49 did
not work with my EPS-M {original 13-bit-
ter) either before or after Ensoniq changed
out most of the internal electronics, and a
second one didn't work on the new
electronics either.

The Studio 49 drove my ASR-10, Mirage
rack, Dptlode Systems’ Studio 3 Mac MIDI
interface, and a cheap Casio thingie as well,
but not my EPS-M. At least two FATAR
Studio 49!ls I've tried drive the EPS-M just
fine.

I have no information regarding EPS key-
board machines, or lb-bit EPS's, but it's
certainly not impossible that they could
have problems as well.

Furthermore, if you encounter this problem,
the symptoms are such that you will
probably conclude that the EPS MIDI In is
failing. The Studio 49 throws the EPS-M
into a strange mode where it ignores MIDI
input, even if you subsequently switch over
to a MIDI source that normally works. It

stays in that weird mode until you reboot.
(That mistaken diagnosis resulted in a SEE!-il
EPS repair bill that did not fist the problem.)

1" “I-
L

The best explanation I can come up with to
esplain the symptoms is a MIDI baud-rate
mismatch, but I'm by no means certain of
that.

Gary Morrison
Austin, Tesas

{Ensoniq — It seems unlikely to us that it is
a MIDI baud-rate mismatch, but we
couldn't be sure of that. It might also be a
level problem with the Studio -ll-i's MIDI
output. We know the US distributor for
Fatar so we'll see if they can lend us one
and look into this more. Stay tuned...]

To the folks at Transoniq Hacker:

A constant theme of readers’ letters to the
Interface has been their design suggestions
to the wizards of Malvern. -(Many seem to
think major new features can be added to
eitisting instruments, which, as patiently eit-
plained by CS and Ensoniq, is usually im-

practical.) In this tradition, I'd like to eit-
press one of my hopes for future Ensoniq
samplers.

Several readers have requested that resonant
LPFs be implemented by Ensoniq. I concur
in that request, but with one important
caveat: Please don't implement resonant fil-
ters at the e:-tpense of the current filter ar-
chitecture! Having simultaneously available
LPF and HPF structures is still one of the
coolest elements of Ensoniq's design. Dne
reason I would be unlikely to buy an Emu
ESI-32 is its lack of a HPF {as far as I
know).

But what I'd really like to see Ensoniq im-
plement is comple:-t formant filters, as in the
Emu Morpheus or WaveBoy's Voder. The
Morpheus filter is arguably the only sig-
nificant conceptual addition to the subtrac-
tive synthesis technique since sampled
waveforms replaced simple sawtooth and
pulse waves. Emu dropped the ball BIG-
TIME when they failed to implement the
Morpheus filters on the Emulator Ill. (If
I've misrepresented any of the capabilities
of Emu's samplers, someone please correct
me.)

|Nevir sound releases for ENSGNIG Instruments Vol. 21

M feel-S Sampled Sounds on Floppy Disks
The AS libraries give you 5 disks per sot of great sounds. and hsipiul
documentation to got the most out oi each collection - $39.95 each.
AS-+5 “Tho Drum Doctor Vol. t ”

Mia-n-match drums, cymbals and hi-hats from Floss Garfield.
AS-? “Baldwin Pianos“

Large and small versions oi 2 classic pianos, plus bass St drums
AS-8 “Appalachia”

Unique folk instruments.
AS-9 “Phunky Phat" Ask for ourAS library

Slammin’ rapldancs sounds and beats. demo CU (CD14-3) -
AS-10 “Euro lfltlb" only $4. Elli Sti-ll

Dancelpop sounds from the German club scone.
AS-11112 "Techno Syntns Vols. 12“

‘vintage analog, digital and hybrid synth sounds.
AS-1 St14 “I-lip Hop Essentials Vols. 1,2"

Loops, DJ effects and more from Chronic Interactive.

F . . IENSDNIC-ll“or more lnfermntlon,
5' tn nrdar can laool 553-5151 - Ls.-tonic ras uiostotu Sousa luuoomou
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tine more thing: I'd like to see Ensoniq im-
plement all the synthesis capabilities of
their synths in their future samplers (hyper-
waves, modulation routings, whatever}. If
that means merging the sampler and
higher-end synths into one prodnct line, as
Kuraweil has done, so be it. (I consider
samplers to be synthesizers with DIY
waveforms, as opposed to these who use
them as simple digital audio playback
devices.)

Michael Dolan
Chicago, ll.

[Ensoniq — Thanks for the input! We agree
about merging the voice architectures of
high-end products - it would also make our
lives easier to have a common voice to deal
with. But that doesn't happen overnight —
you have to be sure to design a voice that is
complete enough to cover all the needs of
sampling, sample playback, and other pos-
sibly more advanced methods of sound
generation. Who knows what the future
hoidsi.-fl

Dear Hacker,

I have enjoyed all your help for several
years, and I thank you for the good work
you do. I would also like to publicly thank
Ensoniq and their Customer Relations
people for the good work that they do.

I had a sick SD-1 32-Voice that I took to
the selling dealer under warranty. They kept
it for over two months and retumed it to
me, "...better than new with a new key bed
installed under warranty." It had all the
same problems. It was able to perform only
until it crashed. No MIDI or sequencer
work allowed. I was not allowed to speak
directly to the dealer‘s in-house tech and
was advised to send the SD into Ensoniq. I
planned to do that, bnt was soon sick for
over two months. During this time the war-
ranty expired. I just didn't use the SD-1
even d-tough it is my favorite keyboard. It
would crash and not hoot up again, so it
was totally undependable.

I went to the Music capo here in San Jose a
couple of months later, where Ensoniq was
ekhibiting. I spoke with a really pleasant
young man who advised me that under the
circumstances, Ensoniq would resolve my
problem, and that he felt they would etttertd
the warranty, and do it without cost. Well,
having lived the hard life for 153 years, I
didn't ekactly jump at this great oppor-

tunity. However, the more I missed my
SD-1, the more I thought about writing
them. They responded to my phone call al-
most immediately and confirmed what their
rep had told me at the music ekpo. I pack-
aged it up and put it on the UPS. It was
retumed three weeks later, prepaid, no
charge, and is just like new. It even sounds
better as well as plays better.

I want Ensoniq to get all the credit I can get
for them. They are a great company, build
great products, and have real caring people.
I would just ask your other letter writers to
think about this when they are attacking En-
soniq and their Customer Relations people.
They respond so much better to "please"
than they do to “or else," just like all the
rest of us. Then don‘t forget to say thank
you for a job always well done. Thank you.

very u'uly yours,
Bill Forrest
San Iose, Ca

{Ensoniq — Thanks for visiting with us at
the Expo. We're glad we were able to help
youJ

I Iii-pii-it

To: hacker@transoniq.com

A couple of quick questions about the “Cur-
rent DS“ feature in your magazine, please:

1. How do you find out what US is in your
instrument? (I have an SQ-2, about 3 years
old.)

2.1-low do you go about upgrading to a new
OS - can you, even? :-}

Also, it‘d be a near idea {perhaps as a
subscription bonus) to have 3.5" disks (in
simple ASCII format, if you want} with all
the patches you've published for each in-
strument. You know, you subscribe, and
you pick your instrument - and you receive
the disk with every patch you‘ve ever
printed for it. :-}

John Tracey
Via Internet

{CS — Methods for upgrading operating sys-
teats in Ensoniq products differ, depending
on the product. For non-disk drive units
1’such as your SQ), upgrading is ac-
complished by installing a new RGM chip
or two. Generally, Ensoniq will provide the
upgrade at no charge, but you will need to
have it installed by an authorized service
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tech if you don’t want to risk voiding your
warranty. Ensoniq provides its authorised
service centers with guidelines regarding
reasonable fees to charge for such work; in
most cases, this type of service shouldn't
run you more than $20 to $40. if you don't
know where your closest Ensoniq author-
ised service center is, Ensoniq can provide
you with this information. Contact Ensoniq
Customer Service directly at (dill) dd?-
3930.}

ITH - Thanks. We're always on the lookout
for new ways to do a whole lot of work and
then give it away.j'

{Ensoniq — I} We have documents available
on our Automated Fax Retrieval System to
help you find out. it can be reached at
BUD-25?-I439. For the SQ.-‘KS-32tKT's you
press Edit SealPreset and then quickly press
the Upper Bank 9 and Lower Page I but-
tons._l

Fellow Earthlings,

As you can see by this crude form of com-
munication, I have not yet joined the
information interstate, yet I do need to pick
over some roadkill left in its wake, with my
fellow Ensoniq owners.

I am currently involved in a lovethate
relationship with a TS-12 (‘version 2.0} for
a little over a year. Love, because of its
sounds, operating system and playability.
I-late, because of what I consider serious
bugs that have not been adequately ad-
dressed by our pals in lvlalvem. If anybody
in this solar system has had similar TS
problems, please speak now. In no par-
ticular order is my list of grievances and,
unless otherwise noted, reirtitialirtation does
not help these problems.

1. In preset mode, selected u'acks will not
reliably transmit lvilDI data to outboard
gear. What happens is ifl make more than 2
preset changes, MIDI notes ontoff and prog
chg will not transmit, although the outboard
gear will respond to controller #".l. I am not
using any MIDI-loops, just one way daisy
chain connections.

2. In any mode or keyboard touch scale,
there is no audio output from values llilll -2:»
El3l, whether using footpedal or vol slider.
Also, is it normal for the fht processor to
emit digital noise? Mine does.

3. In sequence mode defined tracks that



only have sound data on them (necks to be
played live while sequence is running) will
not be remembered unless dummy data is
recorded to said uack. However, a song will
remember the defined track without record-
ing dummy data. Go figure.

ti. The fix section - often, after powering
up, I will view the fix screen for a se-
quence, preset, or RAM sound. Where it
should say *USER ‘v'AR.IATIDN* some-
times is filled with gibberish along with
some nasty sounding fix variation. Reini-
tialization will temporarily make it go
away, but it eventually reappears.

5. The single event editor in the track sec-
tion of the song sequencer commits a most
unpardonable sin: After editing notes, it
throws you to the audition page, where after
pressing "PLAY NEW TRACK," it not only
plays the edited track, but also plays the un-
edited track simultaneously. This seems
pretty useless to me. Despite it all, the new
changes can be saved properly. Another od-
dity - when editing a velocity value, the
editor will accept a value of 12'? but will
only store a value of up to 124. ls someone
trying to tell me I play too loud? Sometimes
the editor won't let me access the last
measure or two of a uack.

6. Sometimes, when adding new data to a
sequencer track, the click will inexplicably
not be in sync with preexisting tracks. This
makes things a tad confusing when not
using a drum track.

‘I. Sometimes when copying disks for back-
up, the display will tell me to insert source
disks any number of times. Generally if I
abort the procedure, then u'y the copy disk
function again, it works okay.

S. Why won't timbre (data entry slider}
function as a real time controller in se-
quence mode‘? Also, is it possible for RUM
sounds to glitch? I didn't think this could
happen.

9. Finally, when the hell are the TSD sound
disks going to be available? I've had them
on order from Ensoniq since l'~lov., '94.
 

By the way, to .Tim Czebiniak of Schenec-
tady, NY — if you think the TS-I2 is heavy,
start workin' out.

Thank you,
Al Friedberg
Ronkonkomo, I."-TY

{CS — Al, you need to get to a service cen-
ter. The problems you describe are definite-
ly not normal. l've performed most of the
procedures you describe above in the
course of working with my TS-ltl, with none
of the difiiculties you describe. if you don't
know where your nearest service center is,
or if you'd like to have Ensoniq look into
your troubles (an option l might recom-
mend), contact them directly or rats)
64?-3930.]

{Ensoniq — The majority of symptoms you
describe are not normal, and suggest to us
that your TS should be checked out. l per-
sonally use the TS as my main controller for
three other devices and have had no
problems sending program changes from
within a Preset {question I}. and consistent-
ly use Sequence headers as my main form of
setup, with no data recorded into the tracks
fquestion 3j.

2} We're not sure what you mean by this.

4} Definitely not right - a sign that your T3
needs attention.

.5}-I-"J Let's requalify these afler your unit
has been serviced.

8} Timbre will work as a real-time con-
troller in the sequence mode, when afiecting
a sound on a track that has Timbre pro-
grammed to do something. Perhaps you are
using it on a sound that does not have
Timbre programmed to do anything.

9] We looked up your orders and show that
TSD-I002 was shipped to you on January
4th. TED-lilllll, lillld and l illlfi were
shipped to you on February 20th. and you
just ordered TED-ldfil last week. if you
have not received them all by the time you
read this please call us. And thanks for

buying so many sounds - we hope you like
theml,l

Dear TH fontm;

A few questions and remarks for you and
Ensoniq concerning the ASH-ll]:

SCSIIAKAI CD-Rfilvl compatibility: I was
surprised to see an old wish fulfilled with
software 31]. ‘What a disappointment when I
finally got the 3.0 software and I found that
Ensoniq left out the current AKAI Sfillll-ll
series format. The AER-Ill recognizes the
volumes and their names correctly but then
sees no directories. I take it that the longer
program strings of the S3000 format are not
recognized. Akai's older Sllltlllldlliltl
format is recognized. Help! Do something,
boys!

Another wish is DAT-stream compatibility
through the DI-ltl interface of memory con-
tents only, a feature I found very useful
with Altai samplers since you cart save the
whole production content with settings of a
sampler on a bit of DAT datatape for even-
tual recalls later on. Backup of separate
directories from I-ID would be nice too.

Q: When reloading a bank with a “multi"
setup where I've set one or more insu-u-
ments for lv[IDl playback (“local off")
doesn't seem to be recallable without reset-
ting the MIDI STATUS again and again and
again etc. by hand control. In some situa-
tions you reload a bank and the instrument
shows BOTH while it won't play from the
keyboard until you've moved the parameter
around and vice versa {MIDI}. Have I got-
ten things wrong or is this a bug'l

Q: Does the ASR-lfi support SCSI-2 stau-
dard and can I use a Syquest SCSI-2 2'1-‘U
MB drive?

lvleasuring the ground noise (sounds loaded
but not playing) on the DI-lt'l's digital out-
put with a digital scope and some 44k.l-lz
PX like the DDL+CHDR+REV, EQ+DDL+
Cl-IDR, LUSI-IPLATE & RElTClSP+RE"sl
loaded shows some nasty specs specially in

_(5hange ofAddress Missing or Damaged Issues?
Every mouth we mail out thousands of issues and every monthFleaaelea m know a'tleastfo1u* wcehinadttauce-to avoid missing

any issues. The Post ttftlee really will mfiablyforward this
type of mail. {Believe us, not thmtl} we med to-know‘ both your
old and your new adrlrem. {Issues due to late or-no change
notification are your own dumb fa1dt- weraailed thorn!)

|||||||||||||||¢-| in I '

about a dozen get "misplaced" by the Post flffice. If you're ever
one of the "alienate of this louery, just give us e call ($03-2.2?-6348,
S am - B pm Paaifie Tithe} and we'll be happy to mail a replace-
ment copy -— no prob. Ifllewever, if you accuse us of nefarious
scltolues to “rip you off,“ you will be offered a refund and given
helpful %t.=tiption info fas other musician magazines.)
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 Case: for
Ensoniq

Now available direct from factory (except in current dealer
areas) our full line of ATA cases Category I and II

Keyboards: EPS, EPS-16 PLUS, VFX, ‘JFK-sd,
SQ-E0, SQ-1, SQ-1+, SQ-2

Module rack cases: 3-space, 4-space, 5-space, 6-space.
(2-space racks available with surface
mount hardware only.) _ A A*1

the low frequency region. I think there is
something wrong here with some FX con-
struction work since without FXs loaded the
ASH-10 specs out well enough. See in-
cluded printouts. {TH - Forwarded to En-
soniq.j

Well, of course this is a nagging pain-
in-the-butt letter as are so many others.
Please note that I think highly of the musi-
cal and sound quality of the ASH-10 and
Ensoniq deserves a healthy thumbs up for
constructing this weapon as well as for their
upgrading policies. I like the ASH a lot. If
they could make the hard-disk recording
feature slavable to SMPTEIMTC or MIDI-
clock it would be a real winner in other
fields like All production work too. Stabi-
lize the software a bit more since the thing
crashes too often. Increase calculation
speed. Make it so you can separately save
changes in instrument settings without
saving samples again. Neon lighted dash-
board and built-in coffee percolator. Auto
switch on and load and play functions by
vocal control. And all that without buying
an ASR-20 or MKII model. Go on boys.

Compliments,

_ l l I _ l

Nout Grupstra
The Hague, The Netherlands

{C-5' -— I'm not sure where you're having
problems with MIDI instruments in your
ASII-I0. A typical performance bank in my
ASH will consist of several instru-
mentltracks set to LUCAL status {to play
only internal instruments], several set to
MIDI status {to play only external sound
sources), and a couple set to BOTH Iso they
can swing either way, determined by patch
select settings combined with program-
change messages). This has never given me
any trouble, so I have to conclude that
either you have a faulty ASH-I0, or you're
setting something up incorrectly. You may
wish to try contacting Ensoniq Cttstomer
Service directly at Itil0} 64?-3030.]

{Ensoniq - Altai significantly changed their
disk format with the S-2800 and 3000
series, so supporting them is another com-
plete project. We went for the most popular
and most-supported format which is the
I000t' I l00 series, and then chose to add
Roland over the 3000 series to ojjfer another
very different platformfor our users.

'_"\—-__

Mgggjgn mg (TH) gage numbgr 33g when ingug,-I-Hg M, Shown: 4-space rack with EPS-Iti PLUS module,
receive our special factory direct pricing. 2'“l""'i"' "“""’ E"'g,""'I "'F3'5" “nil

CALL US AT 1-800-637-6635
8:00 am to 4:30 pm CT, Mon. - Fri.

We accept: COD, ‘Visa, Mastercard, American Express.
Dealer Inquiries Welcome!

OPTI-CASE - FIT. 6, BOX 235 - HENDERSON, TX 75652 - FAX: 903-657-6030



The ASE-I0 does not support SCSI-2, but
you can use a Syquest 2?0 fand I05}M'B
drive.

We received a copy of your noise measure-
ments from the Hacker, but we disagree
with your premise. It is not valid to do noise
measurements on e_fi'ects that color sound -
by design they will change the sound and
introduce new elements into the sound. The
only valid noise measurement we could see
taking would be of a delay, with no LFD in-
volved, since that should be a pristine
representation of the original signal played
through it .I

A letter for the Interface,

My name is Zuliken Royce (name ring a
note???) If you read the classified ads in the
OCT '94 issue it will. It said, "...I des-
perately need your help! My name is Enli-
ken Royce and I'm in a federal correctional
institution. I've purchased a TS-10 to keep
me sane but the IRS froze my account
before I could purchase a sound library. If
you have any type of 3.5" floppy [drum se-
quences, samples, duplicates, junk, any-
thing!) I would be forever in your debt."
And the ad had an address to go along with
it.

I'm writing to you, the reader, to share with
you what has turned out to be one of the
most recent rewarding experiences to add to
my Life's Library of Weirdness Sr; Events.

Not only did I receive several disks but also
a blow-up doll with heat and video. The
mailroom at this institution said it was un-
acceptable material and asked me if I
wished to send it home or donate it {stan-
dard policy). So I sent it to the local Red
Cross Training Center in the care of the
CPR Training and Development Supervisor.

I later received a letter from the Red Cross
with an enclosed voucher for a fully paid
CPR course and I was told, "Thanks. Dur
attendance is up 13%."

What else did I receive??? As you many
know, AKAI makes a "dream machine"
called a CD 3000 sampler that uses
CD-RUM, priced at $3005.00. I call it a
Dream Machine because it's out of most of
us musician's grasps. Right? ...Wrong.
Someone sent me one @#! - with an addi-
tional $d00 worth of Akai-format from
E.astIWest Sound "Warehouse. (I would have
liked to remain loyal to Ensoniq with an
ASR sampler, but hey, when it comes to
$4600 worth of free equipment, who am I to
be picky!)

Ready for this? I don't even know who she
is who sent it! I received the sampler and in
the box was a photo of an extremely attrac-
tive blondish brown haired girl, 5'11"-ish,
2? to 30. There was an inscription on the
back of the photo, "I remember ‘raving’
with you and your band in Boca Raton,
Florida. Loved you then, love you now,
loved you always, enjoy!" AHHHHHIIII
Who are you??? Heck, I love you too.
Please write me so I can thank you or marry
you! You're a goddess! I don't even have a
clue who she is and a girl this pretty I
would have never forgotten. -

‘What else... well, two publishers wrote me
and requested a demo, so I sequenced three
songs on my TS-I0 in my realm of techno,
rave, ambient, and industrial. I received a
contract for a music score for an European
film regarding "fast life, young adult style"
still untitled. The U.S. Government Bureau
of Prisons say that I can't generate income
while incarcerated so I donated the music.
Incidentally, I phoned my attorney who is
handling this frozen account tax case and
asked her if by donating this music I could
use this donation as a tax write off and she
laughed and hung up.

What has been the best inspiration of all
this is I have developed some superficial
friendships as well as some very encourag-
ing supportive real people who I continue to
correspond with because of that ad - and
two more female visitors on my list who are
now the best of friends.

Back Issues
Back issues are $2.00 each. tfilverseast $3 each.) Issues 1- 40, til, ti? —'?tt-, Tl, ‘I0 and S2 - SS are
no longer available. Subscriptions will be extended an equal number of issues for any issues paid
for mat are not available at the time we receive your order. ESQ-I coverage started with Issue #13.
SQ-S0 coverage started with #29, {although most 'ESQ~l coverage also applies to the SQ-S0). EPS
covwc got going with #35 (and also applim to the ASR-10). VF'X coverage {which also sppliesto
the Sills) got started in #43. The Sign got going in #63. (SQ articles also apply to the KS-32 ti
KT-T1033.) DPI4 coverage started in IISS {much of which also applies to the ASH-I0). TS-I0l11
coverage got going with #03 but owners should also check out sample reviews (EPSIASR) and SD
3:. IIFX programming tips. Permission has been given to photocopy issues that we no longer have
available — check the classifieds for people offering thmr. A free back issue index is available
which contains the tables of content for all issues since Number 43.
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My point is this: I'll be candid with you,
fellow musicians, and say that I pursued the
dream to produce my own release by trying
to take some short cuts. And I ended up
here in prison for those mistakes. But,
people like Tina of Vermont, Alex of
California, Key of Wyoming, Sandra of
New York, Tiffany of Texas, Donald and
his wife in Wisconsin, and also the girls in
the photos in the UCSD locker room shower
blowing kisses and bubbles, have made a
substantial difference in my life and have
made this environment bearable.

Many thanks to TH and the non-plastic,
non-phony people out there. If I ever make
it in the music field, you people will always
have front seats in front of the stage and al-
ways in my life.

I welcome any correspondence.

Best wishes,
Zuliken Royce
5'I41-2, PD Box 2000
Fort Dix, NI 08640

{TH - Well, like we try to tell our adver-
tisers, "Hacker ads work." (And, of course,
you can't write op" your own labor as a
donation! Sheesh._!,I

{CS - So, uh...you gonna use that free CPR
course?I

Hi!

I have an Ensoniq synthesizer and recently
I've been getting this error a lot: System
129 Error. Could you tell me what could be
the cause of this and what I could do to re-
solve this?

By the way: Are there HTTP-sites which I
could contact for some nice info on syn-
thesizers?

Thanks in advance,
Anon Intemet surfer

{Ensoniq — You don't mention what synth
you have, but Error I20 is a 6000 processor
error, and doesn't mean much more than
the processor has been "confused," possib-
ly due to getting bad data that it keeps load-
ing in over and over, or a sign of a more
significant hardware problem. You could
try re-initializing your synth 1'see your
Musician's Manual} or contact Customer
Service for more help at dl0-04?-3030.]

 



To: The Interface,

KMX-lo users -- If you sequence with an
Atari Mega STE, are you able to use the
remote software‘? Ensoniq has told me,
along with the programmer, that the soft-
ware was written for an older model. If you
are able to use the remote software, please
call me collect at 310-396-5151.

Rich Suassberg
‘tienice, CA

I-Ii Ensoniq, hi TH,

Let me start eff with a huge "THANKS" to
Ensoniq for their latest GS Version 3. It's
great that you are still improving the
ASH-1|] - which is probably one of the best
samplers in the market (in my opinion...).

Concerning GS 3, I have two questions:

1) I've sampled a lot of drum loops with OS
2.51 and have all of them truncated to fit
the speed of my sequencer perfectly. New
what happens when I load these loops with
US 3 is that I cannot play them at the speed

. increase your chances of getting a remm call}.

specs, US info, hard~drive info, and the like.

4E{l-5933.

‘ com.coru or call 214--36!-D329.
I

weekends.

Ham-3pm EST. Compuserve: TIDZ4, 1255.

24-hr Callback.

ESQ-1, MIDI Er Computers - Ioe Slater, id-I14} 925-T929. EST.

Transoniq-Net
HELP WITH QUE TIONS

All of the individuals listed below are vohmteersl Please take that into consideration when calling. If
. you get a recording and leave a massage, let 'ern knew if it's okay to call back collect {this will greatly

All Ensoniq Gear - Ensoniq Customer Service. ’5|:3lIl am to noon, 1:15 pm to 6:36 pm EST Monday to I
Friday. 61!}-64?-35l3fi. Ensorti-q's Fan On Demand line, {I-Etlfi-25'?-1439} can also be used to retrieve

All Ensoniq Gear - Electric Factory {Ensoniq's Australia distributor}. Business hours - ‘Jictoria. {U3}

SD-1 Questions -Philip Magrrotta, 4H1-46?-4351-', 4 pm - 12:3il EST.
‘JFK Sound Programming Questions - Dara Iones, Compuserve: 'i1il55,ll13 or Internet: ddjones@net-

SD-1, DPI4, ASR-10 Questions — John Con, 1509-BEE-5519', {NI} Spm — E pm EST weekdays. Any time

SQ-Bil Questions - Robert Romano, EDT-533-TETB. Any ol' time. ||
Hard Drives 8: Drive Systems, Studies, Er Computers - Rob Feioer, Cinetunes. 914-953-SE13. I

EPS, EPS-Iii PLUS, 3|: AER-10 Questions - Garth Hjelte. Rubber Chicken Software. Call anytime. If
message, 24-hour callback. (3 U5} 792-9231. Compnserve: 'i'22t}3,'23 U3.
use-1 ano so-so Queslions— Tom l"v'IcCaffrey. nsoosa. 21$-are oati, before 1 1 pm Eastern Time.
EPSIHHRAGEIESQISQ-BI] M.I.I.G. 24-Hour Hotllne — 211?.-455-343D. Leave name, number, address.

MIDI Users -Eric Baragar, Canadian MIDI Users Group, (613) 392- fiiilti during business hours, Eastern
Time (Toronto, CNTJ or call MlI.'l=II..Il'~iE BBS at {I513} 956-E323 24 hours.
SQ-1, K5-32, SD-1, SCSI St hard drive Questions — Pat. Finnigan, 31'?-titii-E44-£5. B:ilD am to lEI=:DD pm
EST

I've recorded. For example: I have sampled
a loop which runs at esactly 123 bpm with
US 2.51. Now, when I boot up with Version
3, reload the drum loop and start playback
at 123 bpm, the loop runs out of timing.
There is no smooth transition between the
loop end and start anymore because the first
bar does not come tight. The thing is, I'm
using the same effects and settings as with
the old US. Can you imagine why this hap-
pens? I'd really like to use the new CIS be-
cause ef all die bug fines, but at the moment
I can't and I'd be glad if there was a solu-
tion.

2) Is there a possibility to unload the
sequencer software out of the ASR's
memory‘? I love my ASR but I prefer se-
quencing with my old Atari. When I boot
up with OS 3 there is not enough space to
reload large instruments {created with US
2.51) because the US uses more memory. I
think unloading the sequencer would help.
Ur have I not read my manuals properly‘?

That's it for now. I would be glad if you
could answer my questions and I hope you
both, Ensoniq and the Hacker, continue
doing such a great job!

St]

Greeting from the Lake of Constance,
Thomas Bleicher
Germany

{CS — There is no way to "unioa.-:i" the se-
quencer from ASH memory. What I wouiti
recommend, however, is that you use OS 3.-ii
only when you want to recorti and piay dish
trachs. t3‘thenvt'se, use US 2.51, which is
quite stahie 1'anti in some cases quicker than
US 3.0).]

{Ensoniq - ij We're not sure ahout this
one. We'ii have to iooi: into this and get
hack to you.

2) No.

Regarding Ciarh's answer - it is aiways
better to use the iatest software hecause of
the hug fixes. Anti you can't import
non-AER sounds with Version 2.51. Some-
times with progress comes certain
trorie-o_,=_§r's - the smaii number of hiocirs you
test is worth the improvements fin our
opinion}.,i

Dear Transoniq Hacker,

I recently bought an Ensoniq KT-1'6 key-
board. I think that it's one of the best
keyboards on the market. As you probably
know, there are no new sounds for this key-
board yet. I wanted to know if it was poss-
ible to use the enbeard General MIDI
sounds {especially the sound effects) with
the enbeard sequencer‘? I have thought of a
possible setup to solve my problem. I could
run a MIDI cord from the keyboard's
"MIDI-out" to the keyboard's "MIDI-in." Is
this possible? I have not yet tried this stunt
because I don't want to wreck the KT.
Please teli me if this setup is possible or
offer Low-cost alternatives.

Thanks,
Esmond I. Lewis
Gainesville, Fl.

{Ensoniq — Sorry. but the GM m.oa‘e and the
sequencer are mutuaiiy exciusive, meaning
the sequencer wiii not wort: whiie you are
in GM morie, anti vice versa. We reaiiy feei
that overaii the "regular" sounds are
better-sounding than the GM mode, which
must strictiy conform to the sound perfor-
mance of the Roianti Sound Canvas {the
tie-facto stanriarti in GM sounri emote-
tion)._i
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We Support Ensoniq I Rolmd
Korg I Yamaha I SMF-GS,-‘GM Formats

Why not give L. B. Music a try and see
why so many people love our sequences

— and heap coming hachfor nsoreii

Music And Lyrics New Amilablett
Toll Free Drderliner r-sea-st..s-srostc

'li'isa and Mastercard Accepted

L. B. Music
51 Charter Uak Drive

Newton Square, PA 19G?3-3044
215-ass-r255 t Fart: 215-ass-stat

gap.--.i—ni.-Ig--in-;--3.‘.

PROFESSIONAL QUALITY
Low-cost sequences for

The EF'SiEPS-15+, so-so, ESQ-1,
'v'F}f-so, SD-1, Roland, IBMIDUS

Rock {'5l?~s, ‘Bus, ‘Tbs, ‘Susi
Big Band - Top 40 Country

Call or Write — Any time, 24 Hours

Music Magic
10541 EARL AVE.

BENNINGTON NE E300?
1 -402-233-2375

Scoring Soundtracks
and Jlngles

(‘tot your FREE guide and tum
your music into cash!

Jeffrey F. Fisher Music
8341 Ripple Ridge
Darien, IL EH56‘!
(T08) 971-164-1

I’

I " Lauri and Pia?

mtg;‘ Seqttencos
Sequences for tnegrggtng

For the Ensonlo
EPS.. 16+, ASH ttJit2 and rs-ran:

All titles also -H"n"Bii|!iJiE ll'l .
IBM 5 ATARI . . . Gill, GS - EMF

Popular requests. blues. country and classic recs.
wt-as or call for I ceurlogt

.....-."'*i~*";= iii?-‘Q ..;;;; Iint es ic H I . ,. e,.....1...... we the
F'l_1__f2tiB} 2§5:3tlS1 _ I

Deltas E-mail support To1lJ.isr3@compunrv|.eem
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ENSONIQ DISKEITE MANAGER
Use Ensoniq Disks on your IBM-P0
Readfv‘-iriteiForm ai.lCopy and more.
Supports all Ensoniq Disk Formats.

ENEONIO MIDI MANAGER
Send or Receive Data through MIDI
to your PG for these keyboards:
KS-32 'v'F)( SC’:-1 SQ-2 ESQ-1

SEQUENCE CONIJERTERS
Convert Standard MIDI Files totfrem
Sequences for those keyboards:
TS-1lli12 SQ-1 SD-1 VFX-sd
SO-Bl} EPS-16 EPS ASH-10
KS-32 KT-'i'EiBB SCI-2 ESQ-1

SD-1 TO TS-1Di12 CONVERTER
for '+iF)(-sd or SD-1 sequences dt songs.

Gall now to order or for more information
en these and other software packages.

Giebler Enterprises
26 Crestview Drive

Phoenixville, PA 19460
~- rs1e)s:-is easz

TE-lflili 'ii'el~taee 1
Slappirf Bass, Stinging Brass,

Lu ' Suiserous ngr.
so Sounds, so Presets, 3 Demos. Disks: $40,

SQ-I Best of ‘Volume 1, $25
'We‘ve cracked the combination on the IIFK

vault and converted St} of the best WK sounds
for the SQ-I. family. “This vohnne
nieteees that great VFK alto San."

Latter Sound Productions
1341 Wastheavon "Gt.

Tallahassee, FL 3231b-B629
{see} 575-SES‘I

Florida residents and sales an:

=;-sjjtzj |-A- 5°"-"'"-I
11' Design Group

_,_,_,;;,' _-- § Free-antic
'=i1‘=-é7I1-=:It;Ii=.I -9-iliifi-P"I

Y?i ¥:;Si”-=f§zI’E§-§...I: 1-‘ ' i __ll_*Lli0i"1 I
1' I ENSONIG

A5 R-10iT5-10iT5-12
Featuring sounds from todays top

Producers Er Programmers
Call for details ‘l-500-500-5450

inside Les Angeles (Sit?) 259-44?'1

Em] Fax'g33'D3g5 @ iiisadrlrlasterfiarri

ASR + 16-PLUS
EFFECTS

The ‘ioder synthesizes vocals out of any sam-
pled sound. It can sound like a vocoder, but
there's never been an effect like this for any
other keyboard. The lowest lfi keys of the key-
board each trigger a different vowel or con-
sonant. Your left hand actually forms words by
"spelling" them. (DH, it takes some practice to
sing a whole sentence.) Your right hand con-
u'ols the notes and chords of your robot choir.
And how lg have you been waiting to make a
big fat breathy choir sing "Louie, Louie?" Cir
maybe it was a car crash snare that you needed
to say "moml" Need details? The "v'oder is a
3-baud parametric EQ effect for the Ensoniq
ASR-ll] and EPS-lti ‘PLUS. This EQ can rapid-
ly "morph" between many different settings.
These different settings impose vocal charac-
teristics onto any sound that is run through the
EQ. It's much cooler than a Morpheus.
Audio-in is supported.

The 'li'oder disk is $49.95 and comes with
sounds: a choir, a solo voice, a robot voice, a
talking rhythm loop. Drder by lt'ICi‘\iISA by
calling (til ll} 151-95152 or send check or money
order to "h'A"'i'cED"t' Industries, PD BDK 233,
Paoli, PA 1'1-Hill LTSA {Price includes shipping
but add $6 outside Ll5iCAl"~lA.DA. PA residents
add 5"-hr tan.)

1 $IrIIi¢ 

KICKIN’ THAT HEW YORK FLA‘-l.\r'.A..

M
ts rs“

°;:,,,aaI=f 0 Div |.v
_ 55

__,,. + sacs s s H

tits‘ = sq.-tii
RC6!

FDR‘ THE REAL HIP HOP C-'ROWD..
it you have anything to do with the

production of Hip Hop, then our
sampling audio CD is for you!

CHECK IT’ OUT!
' ZED DRUM LOOPS fALL .BFI|rl"5 LISTED}
I‘ DVER .2-5U EIHGLE HIT DRUM EAHFLES

I lhtntvv TH-BOB Anrrcutartorvs
I DJ HOMES '
I Fnenirr Brrs tDoro srourvosl

AtoI.tL.aetr.: Orv Cnsssrrs til-l'.I.Jr£t,t. Jt'Lti.l
$24.55 + 5 Sr H

Tot.|. FREE Dnozn Anne letro. LIHE
1-300-331-B341

'1iisa.ll*-i|C. COD, MD. Check
toot PDINT Fnoouortoets

E1 5u|=-Enron Sr.
Pour JEFF. Erna, NY ttvve
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= Ts-10 . .. r Hours
" -. __ TS-12 ... 7 Hours

,i;yp;~;-1., _ -- KS-32 . . . 6 U2 Hours
a so-1 . .. s Hours
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. $119.95 / Happy Happy

. . . $119.95 ;-
. . . $119.95

. . $39.95
©: Why Cram the Books‘? Have Fun iwatch rv! =J~

VALUE: Even the KS-32 set is over sin hours of instruction! If you follow the instructions it should take at
least ten hours to complete the tapesl Most of our customers are saying it takes 25-30 hours to complete the ASR-ltl set!
That's $11.95 an hour for detailed instntction on YOUR keyboard ( Remember you can rewind and watch it again . . . by that
with lessonslj ASR-1lJi8 hours, TS-12i'l hours, TS-1l]i7 hours, SD-lid li2 hours. Get the most out your keyboard by really
getting to know it like a friend, Each Tape set will take you from novice to expert. You'll be answering questions you couldn't

- ask before! All of the videos use multiple camera shoots. You see a concept and the goal. With the goal defined, you'll be
walked through to the solution step by step, button fly button! With the use of analogies, charts and CLOSE UP shots . . .

you will masteryour keyboard (We even cover common mistal-tes and the workarounds!)

Try Our New Number . . .. [800] 687-I 607
Call 51/larifyn today to place your order l Q

" covert videos eta east I-iii suite 144 rocltwall, tesas rsaar
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